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MLK
events
begin
Many activities
scheduled today

I

RIAN WESTLEY
assistant news editor

Seventy one years after the
birth of Martin Luther King Jr.
and more than 30 years after
King called for a nation of equality with his "I Have A Dream"
speech, Johnnetta Cole asked a
packed audience in Wilson Hall,
"Where is Dr. King's dream?"
"We are still judging folks by
the color of their skin, by the
rhythm of their accent, by whom
they call their God, by with
whom they couple, by the shape
of their bodies and all sorts of
things that are irreverent to the
content of their character," said
Cole, who is a Presidential Distinguished Professor at Emory
University in Atlanta and former
president of Spelman College.
We begin this new century by
looking at the world around us,
see MUi page 7

Talking the Talk
A columnist looks back on four
years and remembers the converse
tions more than the events that have
shaped her college life. Page 17
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Mission statement passes
statement at the University
Council meeting. Of the five student members, SGA President
Austin Adams and UPB representative Lindsay Filz voted
against the statement.
The 29-member University
KRISTEN PETRO
Council includes Rose, Adams,
staff writer
SGA Vice President Heather
Herman, university vice presiThe University Council dents, the college and library
approved JMU's proposed mis- deans, and faculty and student
sion statement on Thursday representatives.
despite the SGA's unanimous
Adams said students' general
disapproval.
reactions to the statement were
The approved mission state- very negative. SGA members
ment reads: "We are committed called the statement vague,
to preparing students to be bland and lackluster, and
enlightened and educated citi- thought that it did not distinzens who will lead productive guish JMU from other universiand meaningful lives."
ties.
JMU President Linwood Rose
"I unbiasedly presented the
presented the mission statement statement to a room of over 100
to the JMU Board of Visitors on SGA members and they unaniFriday. The board unanimously mously voted that they did not
like this," Adams said. "The
approved the statement.
Rose defined the mission mission statement should
statement as the university's involve everyone in the JMU
purpose.
community and I felt that I was
Students were the only ones standing for the students."
who voted against the mission
Rose said the brief statement

Administration,
SGA at odds as
debate ends

was an intentional effort to be
concise.
"I want it to be something
that people can remember,"
Rose said. "It's not easy to come
up with one or two sentences
that reflect an entire university."
Adams said that people don't
know what the statement
means.
"I think our mission statement should stand on its own,"
he said. "This statement doesn't
stand on its own, it's too
vague."
Adams also said SGA
thought students were not part
of the "we" in the statement.
Mark Warner, vice president
of student affairs, and other
council members disagreed.
"I don't know of a more
inclusive word than 'we,'
Warner said.
Rose agreed.
"As president of this institution I am very proud of the mission statement because it totally
points to the students," he said.
Other debate centered
around the exclusion of

extracurricular activities in the
mission statement.
Student council members
said they thought that a wellrounded education is a big part
of why students choose to come
to JMU and that it should be
part of the mission statement.
Filz suggested to the council
that the phrase "enlightened
and educated" be changed to
"educated and well-rounded."
Her suggestion wasn't taken.
The University Council will
next tackle the vision statement.
The members will be revising
the statement that was proposed
last semester.
Rose said the vision statement will have more detail and
will address such things as
extracurricular activities.
"The vision statement is how
we go about accomplishing
what is in the mission statement," Rose said. "The mission
statement is what we do and the
vision statement is how we do
it."
see UNIVERSITY page 9

'One Day' wins national award
L

ISA ROSATO
senior writer

Last April a combined effort
between SMAD students,
alumni, film crews, and state
and local professionals produced a unique documentary
about JMU life. Almost a year
after the video event, "One
Day, One University" is still
making JMU proud.
The Broadcast Education
Association (BEA) informed
John Woody, an associate
professor of SMAD and John
Fishell, a SMAD instructor,
who were in charge of the
project, that the video had
won first place in the promotions category of the faculty
production competition.
They will receive the award
at the BEA national conven-

tion this April in Las Vegas.
"It's not just an award for
the faculty, but more for everyone who worked on the program," Woody said. "We knew
there was something special
about it from the beginning
and we're just glad that the
[BEA) recognized that as well."
This is the fourth first-place
award bestowed on Woody by
the BEA.
The BEA is similar to the
educational division of the
National Association of Broadcasters, which all news stations
belong to, Woody said. There
are about 250 colleges and universities who belong to the
BEA, according to its Web site.
There are about six or seven
award categories Jn the faculty
DAY' page 9

ALEX VESSELS//>/io/o editor
They came from everywhere for "One Day, One University" — students, faculty and alumni participated in the award-winning video.

Campus Watering Holes

Anti-Colonialism

Trie Breeze's Commode Committee to
undertake Operation PotLuck. Their mission? To find the best and worst toilets
on campus. Pages 28-29

The women's basketball team improved to 9-5 with
a 65-53 win over CAA-rival George Mason Friday
night at the Convocation Center.
Page 35

Chi Phi Says Goodbye
■ The fraternity had to vacate
the Row when its charter was
axed in December in light of
hazing charges. Page 5
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• A cappella auditions for BluesTones, Exit
245, Note-oriety and the Overtones, 7 p.m.,
Music Building, e-mail Susie at
gaskinsm

• A cappella auditions for BluesTones, Exit 245, Note-oriety, and the Overtones, 7 p.m., Music Building, e-mail
Susie at gaskinsm

Martin Luther King Day,
classes canceled beginning
at 12:20 p.m.; Peace March,
noon, throughout campus,
Speak Out, 1 p.m., GraftonStovall Theatre

Darts and Pats

.17

STYLE
Madison Grill

took the subject to Rockingham
Memorial
Hospital on an
Emergency Custodial Order.
While at RMH, the subject
allegedly subjected an attending
nurse to sexual battery. A check
revealed a history of hospitalization at Western State's secure
facility for criminals. He had a
history of police assault and also
admitted to having been on
campus in the past.
Police have learned the subject
had just been released from
Western State prior to this
occurrence. The subject is
currently being detained under a
medical order.
In other matters, campus police
report the following:
Possession of Marijuana
• Ashley A. Gustave, 19, of
Centreville, was arrested and
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House Editorial: Mission statement
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• Animal Rights Coalition, 7 p.m., Taylor 309, call
Stephanie at 438-8314

see POLICE LOG page 9
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OPINION

Reflections on the impact of conversation by Courtney Crowley
17

WEATHER

The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mornings
and distributed throughout James Madison University and
the local Harrisonburg community. Comments and complaints should be addressed to Courtney Crowley, editor.
Mailing address:
The Breeze
G1 Anthony-Seeger Hall
MSC 6805
James Madison University
Harrisonburg. Virginia 22807
Phone: (540) 568-6127
Fax: (540) 568-6736
E-Mail address: the_ breeze@jmu.edu
Breeze Net: http://breeze.jmu.edu
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• Yoga meeting, 6 p.m., Taylor 309, call Kai at 435-5878

POLICE LOG

A suspicious male subject was
arrested and charged with
trespassing after reportedly
following a JMU employee to the
entrance of the University
Services building on Patterson
Street on Jan. 12 at 5:34 p.m.
When the suspicious person
observed a male employee, he
reportedly left. Several campus
and city officers responded and
found the subject on the railroad
tracks near the Medical Arts
building.
When questioned by authorities,
the subject reportedly gave a false
name and indicated that he was a
JMU employee. A check revealed
no JMU employee by the name
given.
Due to the subject's reportedly
bizarre behavior and request for
the drug Thorazine, a city officer

Chi Phi charter revoked

Spotlight: What's your New Year's
resolution?
15

TO SUBMIT A DUKE DAY EVENT: E-mail Brian at The Breeze at westlebr with the information (event, date, location,
contact info, etc.) Please submit by Friday for a Monday issue and Tuesday for a Thursday issue.

ELISSA FORREST
police reporter

3

• Society for Human Resource Management informational meeting, 12:30 p.m., Zane Showker 242, call Matt at
564-2836

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 19

Student Organization
Night, 7 to 9 p.m.,
Convocation Center, call
x6613

Board of Visitors meeting

O

ON

BREEZE
LOCATION
The Breeze is located in the
lower level of
Anthony-Seeger Hall

CLASSIFIEDS
How to place a classified:
Come to The Breeze office weekdays between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Cost: $2.50 for the first 10
words, $2 for each additional 10
words; boxed classified, $10 per
column inch.
Deadlines: noon Friday for
Monday issue, noon Tuesday for
Thursday issue.
Classifieds must be paid in
advance in The Breeze office.
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"To the press alone, clieauered as it is with
abuses, the world is indebted for all the triumphs wliich have been gained by reason
and humanity over error and oppression."
— lames Madison
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BOV requests $20 million more
in state funds for proposed budget
(TELLY HANN0N&
{ BRIAN WESTLEY
*news editor and asst. news editor
Over the next few months, JMU will
be locked in a battle for funding with Gov.
Jim Gilmore and the Virginia General
Assembly because the governor's proposed budget for 2000-'02 falls short of
what university officials said they believe
JMU needs.
The university is requesting $20 million more in funding than the $422 million
the governor plans to give JMU over the
next two years.
At the JMU Board of Visitors meeting
on Friday, board member Conrad Helsley
said the money the governor intends to
give JMU as outlined in his proposed
2000'02 Higher Education Operating
Budget is nowhere near what a university
of this size and quality should have.
Under the governor's plan, JMU
would receive about $132,000 for enroll-

ment growth.
"We're not a very big winner because
we have already grown," said Charles
King, vice president for administration
and finance.

We 're not a very
big winner because
>>
we 've already grown.
Charles King
vice president for administration and Finance
King said the reason such a small
amount of money has been budgeted for
growth is because the university is scheduled to expand by just 87 students over
the next two years.
However, JMU's dramatic growth in
the 1990s from about 11,000 students to
just under 15,000 students has resulted in

a need for additional faculty to make up years. The accreditation process will take
for the increase in students, especially in several years to complete and will require
crowded programs such as SMAD, busi- JMU to conduct a self-study and host a
ness and computer science. As a result, visitation team from SACS.
King announced at the meeting that JMU
In an effort to promote JMU's name on
will seek a legislative amendment that a national level, Rose said he has accepted
would give the university more than $20 several positions with national and
million over the next two years to fund 93 regional organizations. Rose was voted to
new faculty positions.
become a member of the NCAA Board of
Also of note in the proposed budget, Directors and will also be a commissioner
JMU has budgeted $16 million in reserve with SACS, which includes being a memand private gifts for additions and renova- ber of a visitation team that visits other
tions to Bridgeforth Stadium. This will colleges and universities accredited by
include the additions of new athletic facili- SACS.
ties on the west end of the complex.
Construction of the second CIS AT acaJMU President Linwood Rose said $16 demic building is on schedule to be finmillion is the most the university has esti- ished this summer and is slated to be open
mated the improvements will cost.
for the fall semester, Rose said.
Following discussion about Gilmore's
The search for the vice president of
budget, Rose presented his report to the academic affairs should be "wrapped up
board, saying JMU will be undergoing the this spring," Rose said in his report.
accreditation process by the Southern
JMU has received 78 complete applicaAssociation of Colleges and Schools tions for the position and 24 partially com(SACS) beginning this year. JMU is pleted applications that are pending until
required to complete the process every 10 all materials are received.

In Brief
U.S. Census looks
for student workers

MICHELE JOHtiSTONIsenior photographer

BUS CRASH: Several elementary school children ended up in the hospital on Friday when a school bus
collided with a semi-truck cab on U.S. 11 about three miles south of Harrisonburg around 1:30 p.m.
The truck broadsided the bus after the bus failed to yield when making a left turn, according to the
Jan. 15 issue of the Daily News-Record.
State police charged the bus driver with failure to yield the right-of-way. The truck had its right turn
signal on, and the bus driver assumed the truck driver was going to turn off the road.
Eleven children were taken to Rockingham Memorial Hospital by emergency personnel after the accident and four were taken to the University of Virginia Medical Center in Charlottesville. All the children
admitted to RMH have been released. The status of the patients at UVa. was unavailable.

Hews writers meeting
^uestoj) at 5. Caff x6699.

The United States 2000
Census is looking to hire college students to fi'l several
positions, with salaries at $9.75
an hour for census takers and
$11.25 for crew leaders.
Most of the positions are in
the field, where workers will
check addresses and conduct
interviews with area residents.
The ability to speak a foreign
language is important in some
areas.
To become a census
employee, each applicant
must take a written test that
assesses basic skills. The test
consists of 28 questions and
consists of five parts — reading, clerical, numerical, evaluative and organizational skills.
Job schedules are part-time
and can be worked around a
student's classes, a U.S.
Census spokesperson said.
Students will be reimbursed 31
cents for every mile spent driving while on the job.
Tests will be given at the
Rockingham Public Library
located
in
downtown
Harrisonburg on Jan. 20 at 6
p.m., on Jan. 22 at 2 p.m. and
on Jan. 27 at 1 p.m.
Tests will be given at the
Rockingham
County
Administrative Center on Jan.
18 at 1 p.m. and on Jan. 25 at
7 p.m.
Tests will be given at Blessed
Sacrament Catholic Church on
Jan. 23 at 2:30 p.m.
Students need to bring two
forms of ID with them.

Intern abroad through
JMU program
JMU has announced the
opening of recruitment for
International Internship positions for fall 2000, spring 2001
and summer 2001.
The program is designed
for juniors, seniors and graduate students. There are about
50 positions available in 15
countries.
For additional information,
students may request information from Judy Cohen by calling x6979 or through e-mail at
cohenjk@jmu.edu.
The deadline for applicants
for all terms is March 3.

Multicultural services
announces speakers
Former U.S. Surgeon
General M. Joycelyn Elders
and boxer Rubin "Hurricane"
Carter will appear at JMU this
spring as part of a series of
programs sponsored by the
JMU
Center
for
Multicultural/International
Student Services.
In honor of Women's History
Month, Elders will speak about
women's issues on March 16
at 7 p.m. in Wilson Hall. Elders
was born to a sharecropper
family and became the second
woman to serve as surgeon
general.
Carter is the former boxer
who spent nearly 20 years in
prison for two murders he did
not commit. He will talk about
his life on Feb. 24 at 7 p.m. in
Wilson Hall. Carter's life has
been detailed in a recent
movie, The Hurricane," starring Denzel Washington.
— from staff reports
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\re you a (eader?
Come and try our delicious
Char-Broiled Chickens

A & T's Chicken
Peruvian Style
Rotisserie Char-Broiled Chicken
We serve 1/4, 1/2, and whole chicken. All chicken meals are
served with a house salad & your choice of french fries, yuca,
or rice. We also serve chicken/steak sandwiches, gyros, onion
rings and plantains.

o you want to
icdme more active:
o you want to make
(
difference atJ MU?i

182 Neff Ave. #W9
H'burg, VA 22801
540-438-5813
In Town Center
Behind Wal-MartA/alley Mall

The SGA is currently
accepting applications for
Junior Class Vice President.
Applications are available in
the SGA Office, Taylor Hall,
Room 234. Applications are
due Friday, January 21.
Technology Assistance Program Coordinator

Blue Ridge AHEC in partnership with Community Service - Learning is
seeking a motivated student with proven organizational and technical
skills to coordinate the new TAP program. Applicants should have
experience with troubleshooting a wide range of computer, network and
other related problems as well as proven customer service experience.
This position will match students with community agencies and will be a
resource for troubleshooting problems and questions. The coordinator
will work no more than 10 hours per week at $7/hour.
Interested students need to come by
WILSON HALL ROOM 201.
Hi
The deadline for applications is Friday, January 28 , 2000

For more information,
contact: Brad Palmer
(palme2bb@jmu.edu)
or Nicole Solovey
(solovenl @jmu.edu).
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Fraternity has charter suspended
Chi Phi's charter revoked due to hazing, financial violations
RUN WESTLEY
\assistant news editor
JMU's Nu Zeta chapter of Chi
Phi Fraternity was suspended just
days before last semester's final
exams for violating risk management policies.
The chapter has not been recognized by JMU or Chi Phi
Fraternity's national headquarters
since Dec. 7, 1999. The chapter's
house, located on Greek Row, has
been vacated, forcing members to
relocate to residence halls or offcampus housing.
"Several factors contributed to
the decision to close the chapter
including alleged violations of the
risk management policies of both
Chi Phi Fraternity and James
Madison University, failure to
adhere to the values of the fraternity, inappropriate new member
education activities and financi.il
delinquency," according to a statement released by Chi Phi
Fraternity.
Sheila Williams, coordinator of
Greek Life at JMU, said there were
primarily hazing violations
involved, but said she couldn't
provide additional details because
an investigation is pending.
Hazing is against the law in
Virginia. The law defines hazing as

activities for the initiation into an
organization that include exposure
to inclement weather; consumption of any food, liquid, beverage,
drug or other substance; confinement in any room or compartment;
spraying, painting or pelting with
any substance; burying in any substance; burning, branding or tattooing; or any other activity that
may result in physical injury or
endanger the health or life of the
individual being hazed.
"The national headquarters felt
they had significant information to
warrant taking away the charter,"
Williams said.
For liability reasons, Chi Phi's
national headquarters felt it could
not afford to keep the JMU chapter
open, she said.
The investigation of the chapter
is being conducted by JMU Police.
Chief of Police Lee Shifflett couldn't be reached for comment on the
investigation.
Former Chi Phi President Logan
Mix)re also couldn't be reached for
comment.
There were 40 members of Chi
Phi at JMU when the chapter was
suspended. These members have
been transferred to alumni status,
Chi Phi spokesperson John Harlow
said. "They're still brothers, with
all the privileges that go along

with it," he said in a telephone
interview. "But [the brothers] are
not sanctioned to meet as a
group."
The 10 members who had not
yet been initiated have been
released from their obligation to
the fraternity and are free to
pledge other Greek organizations.
Although JMU's chapter of Chi
Phi no longer exists, it doesn't rule
out the possibility that Chi Phi
may return to JMU in the future.
Williams said that if Chi Phi has an
interest in coming back to JMU, it
will depend largely on the interest
of their national headquarters.
"Preliminary discussions with
Greek Life was that the current
members need to graduate before
[Chi Phi) will consider coming
back to JMU," Harlow said.
Some JMU fraternity chapters
that have lost their charters have
been able to get them back.
According to the April 23, 1998
issue of The Breeze, the Tau Kappa
Epsilon fraternity lost their charter
in 1994, but regained it in April
1998.
The fraternity was able to regain
their charter by increasing membership, improving financial
accounts, repairing their house and
improving their relationship with
the JMU community.

Fraternities could move on
campus to fill Chi Phi's void
Chi Phi's suspension has opened the door for one of JMU's nine offcampus fraternities to relocate onto Greek Row.
"At this point in time we've made the invitation to all of our offcampus fraternities to give them the opportunity to move onto the
Row," said Sheila Williams, coordinator of Greek Life at JMU.
In order to relocate on campus, a fraternity has to meet several
requirements, including being able to fill the house, which has 28 slots,
she said. In addition, the house must be a party-free facility.
Despite these requirements, Williams said there are a lot of benefits
to being on the Row. "You're a very visible group when you're right
there on the Row. They : »Ty nice facilities. Maintenance is taken
care of for you. You don't have to worry about collecting rent from
your members [because if s done through the university]."
The fraternities located off campus are Alpha Chi Rho, Kappa
Alpha, Kappa Delta Rho, Phi Gamma Delta, Pi Kappa Alpha, Sigma
Alpha Epsilon, Sigma Chi, Tau Kappa Epsilon and Theta Chi.
If none of these organizations expresses an interest in filling the
house, then the InterFraternity Council will look into expansion to
bring a new fraternity on campus.
— assistant neivs editor Brian Weslley
Williams said she hopes those
students who were members ol
JMU's chapter of Chi Phi don't
decide to meet and organize as a
group off campus.
"Organizations that are unrecognized lack the support and the
guidance of the university," she
said. "They have no insurance
coverage if something were to

happen."
The Nu Zeta Chapter of Chi Phi
had been active at JMU since 1988.
Nationally, Chi Phi was founded
in 1824 at Princeton University
and is the oldest men's general fraternity in existence. There are
more than 50 chapters and
colonies throughout the United
States.

Greeks consider
alcohol-free houses
i 10LLEEN JENKINS
\jUniversity of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill
Executives at nine national
fraternity headquarters are refocusing their organizations' values with one overarching resolution for the new millennium: no
alcoholic beverages in any chapter facilities.
"I don't think there is a reason, other than insurance, for
why the national headquarters
have decided to go dry," said
David Rosenberg, a student at
I ).i\ idson College and a member
of Phi Delta Theta, the first
national fraternity to set July 1 as
its deadline for all chapters to be
dry.
National fraternity executives
concede liability insurance is a
big factor behind the initiative
because they face increasingly
high premiums due to injuries
and deaths related to their houses. Since 1970, there have been 36
fraternity or sorority deaths from
falls that often involved alcohol.
"Most of my fraternity brothers think (alcohol-free housing) is
♦ * •

a bad idea," said Justin Gombos,
a junior at the University of
Oregon and a member of Theta
Chi, one of the national fraternities that has pledged to enforce
the policy by 2003.
"If we go dry, [the national
headquarters] makes more
money," he said.
Gombos said the initiative
would force parties with alcohol
off campus, which could lead to
more drinking and driving.
Rosenberg added that he
believed the policy would
encourage binge drinking.
"Students will not have access
to alcohol at the fraternity, so
they will drink more before they
head to the function or party,"
Rosenberg said.
The impending pledge also
has fraternity members worried
about future rushes.
Ben Moore, a member of
Sigma Nu at Appalachian State
University, said his chapter
did not plan to follow the lead
set by Sigma Nu's national
headquarters.
"If we went dry, it would kill
our rush," Moore said.

ALEX VESSELS/ photo editor
WHERE THERE'S SMOKE ... The library was evacuated Friday afternoon due to smoke in the building.
The Harrisonburg Fire Department was called in to investigate while students, faculty and library
employees'milled about until they were cleared to enter again.
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Executive Directcr
Directcr cf Finance
Director < 1 Membership
Directcr cf Musical Events
Directcr cf Issues and Cultural
Awareness
§
Directcr cf Comedy/Novelty
Directcr cf I uhlh and Media
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Directcr of Cinematic Events
Directcr cf Multimedia and
Graphics Design
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Director cf Technical Services

Pick up your application* at Taylor 2 03.
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MLK festivities kick off in Wilson
MLK, from page 1
she said. "We see example after example of bigotry, of intolerance, of racial and ethnic conflict
and war."
For instance, in the Middle East, Jews and
Arabs still struggle to find ways to live peacefully
with each other, she said. Africans are pitted
against Africans in conflicts in Rwanda. Bosnia
and Kosovo are prime examples of attempts at
ethnic cleansing that are occurring in the world.
Closer to home, Cole spoke of the kidnapping
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Where *s the dream ? The
work in which [King] was
so passionately engaged is
not done.
Johnnetta Cole
Emory Univ. distinguished professor; keynote speaker
and savage beating of gay college student
Matthew Shepard last year, when he was left to
die in a field.
"Where's the dream?," she repeated. "The
work in which [King] was so passionately
engaged is not done."
Cole said that hate crimes in America
increased 20 percent last year and that there are
presently 470 hate groups in the United States.
"Where does this stuff come from?," she asked
the audience.
"Whether it's about myths and stereotypes ...
this stuff ain't genetic," she said. "And no, it's not
just human nature."
Bigotry is learned, she said. "We teach this
stuff. [But] if [hate] can be learned, [hate] can be
unlearned."
She told the audience to hope for a better
world. "Hope is a powerful feeling. ... We must
first believe that change is possible."
But we cannot wait for King's dream to happen, she said. "Whose responsibility is it to make
Dr. King's dream a reality? It's in your hands and
in mine."
She urged the audience, in King's words, to be
"a drum major for justice."
She said don't allow your friends to get away
with an ethnic slur and said to become a positive
source in someone's life by reaching out and
helping others.
"To do unto others is the rent you pay for living on this earth," she said. "Our lives do not
belong to us alone."
King said, "Anybody can be great because
everybody can serve," Cole told the audience.
"You only need a heart full of grace and a soul
motivated by love to serve."
Cole spoke of King as "one of the greatest
human beings to ever pass our way. It is time . ..
to stand in homage to celebrate [that] brother
Martin passed this way.
"We must never ever forget Dr. King. ... The
loving man who courageously carried Ghandi's
non-violent philosophy during our nation's most
turbulent times."
King made a profound charge to America in
his "I Have A Dream" speech, she said. He criticized the nation for promising justice and freedom , but not delivering it to all of its people.
Now, 30 years later, "... it is way past time to
make real the promises of freedom," Cole said.
Quoting an Sioux Indian, "We all should be
relatives," she said.
At the beginning of her address, Cole was

greeted with applause from the audience when
she took the time to commend the university's
decision to cancel classes all day beginning next
year and she commended those who called "for
that righteous decision."
This is the first year classes have been canceled
at JMU to honor the slain civil rights leader. The
effort to have the university cancel classes was
student-driven and began more than two years
ago.
In the fall of 1997, then-SGA Multicultural
Committee Chair Tim Emry submitted a bill of
opinion to the SGA requesting that students get
the day off. The first bill was never followed
acted on, Emry said in the Nov. 4 issue of The
Breeze, but one year later as SGA president, Emry
submitted the bill again. That bill led the University Council's vote in April to form a task force to
evaluate whether or not students should get the
day off. The task force decided to cancel classes
for half of the day and plan activities to commemorate King.
On Oct. 28,1999, however, the University Council voted to give students the entire day off beginning next year. Vice President of Student Affairs
Mark Warner said in the Nov. 4 issue of The Breeze
that the decision to cancel classes came about
because of overwhelming student sentiment.
Warner said he hopes MLK Day at JMU will be
an eventful day commemorating King, with students actively involved in planning events, such
as bringing people like Cole to JMU.
Cole became the seventh president of Spelman,
the oldest black American women's college in the
United States, in 1987 and retired in 1997. She was
the first African American woman to lead Spelman.
Cole published a 1993 bestselling book, "Conversations: Straight Talk with America's Sister
President," and was an outspoken advocate of a
liberal arts curriculum for a changing society. At
Emory, Cole teaches sociocultural anthropology
and systems of inequality.
Students in attendance said they were left
impressed with her message.
"Dr. Cole's speech was an important reminder
that we can all offer ourselves to our community
and to each other as individuals capable of better-

Dr. Cole's speech was an
important reminder that we
can all offer ourselves to
our community ...
Hilary Kissel
freshman

From top to bottom: The Contemporary Gospel
Singers open the evening's events; (1-r) Bahi Harris,
Mahogany Baylor and Victoria Leavelle of the MLK
Day Community Outreach Committee present
awards to high school essay award winners; JMU
President Linwood Rose and his wife, Judith, express
delight during the evening's presentations; senior
i out commemorative programs.

ing the world today," freshman Hilary Kissel
said.
"Cole is an eloquent, articulate, strong speaker
capable of reminding the nation that the fight for
peace is ongoing and the power to win is in our
hands," freshman Amanda Kirlin said.
JMU will observe Martin Luther King Jr. Day
today with a Peace March and a Speak Out for
people to discuss King's influence on society.
Marchers will gather outside Zane Showker Hall
beginning at noon to start the march at 12:30 p.m.
The procession will travel through campus to
Grafton-Stovall Theatre, where the Speak Out
will begin at l:li>.
JMU classes beginning at 12:20 and throughout
the remainder of the day are canceled.
Admission to all King celebration events is free and
open to the public.
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Ethernet
5 minute walk on South Main St.
3, 4, and 5 bedroom furnished apartments
Contact Dr. D. Craig Smith for further information. 8:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. 434-3509
Acapulco
Cancun
Jamaica
Bahamas
Cruises
Florida
Europe

the annual shoot yourself contest
From the 1987 8/uesfone Shoot Yourself Contest:

r0n-campus

contact:

Sticks
Chad Hensley
1-W0-64MM9 g 540437-4011
www.sfsfrovel.com

"All Folked Up

rr

Option 1: lliccontest
Enter staged, humorous photos as part of the official
Shoot Yourself Contest. For more examples and for
submission guidelines, see our webpage:
www.jmu.edu/thebluestone/shootyourself.html

Deadline: Friday, Jan. 28, by 5 pm
Write the following information on a
piece of paper and submit with your
photos: your name, your phone
number, the names of those in the
photo and the title of the photo.

set your

3522 or bring them by our office.
Anthony Seeger Hall, Room 217.
Questions? Call x6541.
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original proposed mission statement:
We are committed to preparing students to be enlightened and
educated citizens who will lead productive and meaningful
lives in an interdependent world. As a public university, James
Madison University is innovative, responsive and accountable.

final approved version:
We are committed to preparing
students to be enlightened and
educated citizens who will lead
productive and meaningful lives.
\1I< HELEIOHNSrON

i:h<r

University Council
passes statement
UNIVERSITY, from page 1
SGA members did not know
there was also going to be a
vision statement when they were
shown the proposed mission
statement.
"If the SGA was explained the
difference between the mission
and vision statement, I don't
think the SGA would have voted
unanimously," Herman said.
An article in the Nov. 11,1999
issue of The Breeze reported a
draft of the vision statement and
faculty and student reaction to it.
Adams said he wasn't aware of
the article and didn't know there
was a vision statement at all until
after the SGA debated the mission statement on Jan. 11.
However, Adams, said the
existence of a vision statement
doesn't change his opinion of the
mission statement.
Adams said the vision statement should be more in depth
and will describe whatever JMU
is all about including technology
and extracurricular activities.
Despite the specter of the
vision statement, Adams said
that many SGA members still do
not approve of the mission statement.
"The SGA feels that JMU's
mission is not reflected in the
statement," he said.
Rose promised Adams that he
would work with the SGA to create the final vision statement.
"The problem isn't a difference of intent," Rose said. "The
problem is with how we package

POLICE LOG, from page 2
charged with possession of
marijuana on Jan. 13 at 10:55
p.m. in Logan Hall. Paraphernalia and controlled substances
were reportedly seized.
•Julie E. Bowhers, 19, of Wayland, Mass., was arrested and
charged with possession of
marijuana on Jan. 13 at 10:55
p.m. in Logan Hall. Paraphernalia and controlled substances
were reportedly seized.
•Karen J. Kuebler, 19, of
Hockessln, Del., was arrested
and charged with possession of

it

I think most
people liked the
idea of having a
mission statement
that is
abbreviated.
Linwood Rose
JMU President
and express it."
Rose thanked the university
members that helped draft and
revise the mission statement and
said he hoped the statement will
motivate the JMU community.
At the Board of Visitors meeting. Rose said he met with the
executive members of SGA to
address their concerns and
assured them that their ideas
would be included but were
more appropriate for JMU's
vision statement. The vision
statement will describe how JMU
will achieve the goals and ideas
outlined in the mission statement. Rose also said he thought
the brevity of the new statement
was a positive attribute.
"I think most people liked the
idea of having a mission statement that is abbreviated," Rose
said.

marijuana on Jan. 13 at 10:55
p.m. in Logan Hall. Paraphernalia and controlled substances
were reportedly seized.
Grand Larceny
•Unidentified individuals reportedly stole a wallet containing a
JAC card, credit card, bank
card and approximately $60
cash from an unsecured locker
in UREC on Jan. 11 between
6:30 and 8 p.m. The wallet was
valued at $30.
•Unidentified individuals reportedly removed a wallet containing $500 cash, an unendorsed

-
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'One Day* cleans up
'ONEDAY', from page 1
production competition. However, the promotions category is
quite competitive because it is
one of the more popular ones,
Woody said. This category
judges programs that promote
an organization or an idea.
The award is the most prestigious award, determined by
judges, and to win it "is quite an
honor," Woody said.
Fishell said this award not
only "gains notoriety" for the
school of media arts and design,
but is a well-deserved accomplishment for those students
involved. "It was more work
than anyone imagined it would
be [and) I'm proud of all of
them," he said.
The video itself trailed four
students and JMU President
Linwood Rose through their
daily routines from midnight
April 6, 1999 to midnight April
7,1999. The video also included
pictorial views of JMU and the
surrounding area, including a
sunset montage. The movie premiered in Grafton-Stovall Theatre on April 8, and is currently
on sale in the JMU Bookstore for
$15. Proceeds from the sales of
the video go toward a scholarship fund forSMAD students.
So far the movie has made
more than $12,500 for the fund,
Woody said.
"The award doesn't mean as
much to us as [the fact that] we
raised this much money," he
said.
However, SMAD still needs
close to $13,000 more before the
fund can be endowed. Once the
goal is reached the school can
begin offering yearly scholarships to SMAD students,
Woody said. They are hoping
this process can start next year,
he said.
Junior Dylan Boucherle, one
of the students who worked on
"One Day, One University,"
said he is very proud of the
work he and his classmates did
to receive this award.
'It's a lot for JMU and for the
SMAD program. I think "One

check, an operator's license, a
credit card and a debit card
from an unattended bookbag in
Miller Hall on Jan. 12 at 3:52
p.m.
Petty Larceny
•Unidentified individuals reportedly stripped a bike for parts at
the CISAT bike rack on CISAT
service drive between Dec. 16
at 5 p.m. and Jan. 13 at 1 p.m.
The bike parts are valued at
$150.
Dangerous Practices
•A JMU student was judicially

FILE PHOTO

"One Day, One University" crews spent 24 hours following four students last April to create a unique video to illustrate life at JMU.
Day, One University" helped
out the entire department by letting the campus know what we
can do," he said.
In addition to "One Day's"
award, SMAD Professor Rustin
Greene also received a first place
award in the educational video
category for his video "Kids' Science News Network." JMU was
the only school in the country to
win first place in two categories.

REEL' KUDOS
WHO: SMAD 433 and 434
video students
WHAT: "One Day, One University" wins BEA award
WHERE: Las Vegas
OTHER INFO: This is the
fourth time that associate
SMAD professor John Woody
has won first-place honors.

referred on charges of danger- alarm and later inquired if the
ous practices, tampering with candle was burning to possibly
fire detection equipment, and a mask the smell of contraband
university substance abuse vio- materials. The resident reportlation after a candle left burning edly produced a glass smoking
on a top shelf reportedly ignited device containing suspected
a fire in Fredrickson Hall on marijuana residue.
Jan. 11 at 9:36 p.m.
The room alarm never sound- Harassment
ed since the resident reportedly •Unidentified individuals reporthad previously taken down the edly left harassing messages
ceiling alarm and removed the via telephone to a residence
battery. The hall detector then ^ hall on Jan. 14.
activated when the resident ran
out for water.
The Harrisonburg Fire Number of drunk in public
Department responded to the charges since Aug. 28:50
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Everyone is
invited. . .

For those individuals who want to lose 20 or more pounds
Lc&Afa. how to make some major lifestyle changes
so you can lead a healthy life
nc/vveve a healthy weight status
Make a difference in your life
contact Dana Ensley at ensleyda<tjrnu.edu for more information

CONTACT DEADLINE: FRIDAY, JAN. 21 BY 5PM
Dining Services, University Health Center, OAC
& f^ UREC
»

■IMH

Best Leasing Offers
Options In Daf Burg!"
oilege Station • Madison fvtanor* University Court
Madison Square • On Mill Village

Services:
* Complete Leasing Procedures
Prospective Tenant Screening
* Rent Collections
Property Maintenance Schedulinj
Computerized Transactions

to come buy books
for reasonable prices!
save $$$ with the

SGA Booksale!
come shop and
buy textbooks
for reasonable
prices in
taylor 405
from
10p.m.-4p.m.
from
January 17-19.

CONSTABLE

PBOPFSTY MANAGEMENT

Office Phone 434-1173 or Call Toll-Free 1-888-354-9900
Check us out at www.pendry-constable.com
or we are now new members at RentConnection.com (under the VA heading)

any ?'s: call the sga office @ x6376
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Colleges
Oprah to teach business class at Northwestern
Professor Oprah is expected to return to campus next fall to
teach another class at Northwestern University's J.L. Kellogg
School of Management, according to school officials.
Television and film tycoon Winfrey and longtime beau
Stedman Graham recently finished up a collaborative stint
teaching a course titled "Dynamics of Leadership."
In an interview published this week in The Daily Northwestern,
the school's student newspaper, Winfrey said she gave herself a
B for teaching aptitude but wants to return next fall quarter to up
her grade.
"I gave myself a B and I'm coming back to get an A because I
now know how to get it," Winfrey was quoted as saying.
Needless to say, her Tuesday night class was popular among the
school's star-struck student body. It was popular among others too.
The business school received 173 press inquiries about
Winfrey-as-academic, while the National Enquirer offered as much
as $100,000 to any student willing to provide photos or reveal "the
inside story" about her class or teaching style, said Assistant Dean
Rich Honack

Professors file lawsuit against Ask Jeeves Inc.
Two professors at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
are suing Ask Jeeves Inc., the owner of an Internet search engine
that allows users to pose specific questions rather than enter
keywords.
Patrick Winston, a professor of electrical engineering and
computer science, and Boris Katz, a researcher in the institute's
Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, have filed suit in U.S. District
Court in Boston. They are demanding that the company stop
using and licensing the "natural language" technology that allows
Jeeves' users to conduct searches, and they are requesting
damages and royalty payments.
Company officials said the professors' suit is without merit and
contend that the company developed the technology it uses.
Ask Jeeves was founded in 19%, and the Web site launched a
year later.
— from wire reports

Nation
Combs indicted on stolen gun charges
Rap mogul Sean "Puffy" Combs was indicted Thursday on
charges that he had two stolen guns in his sport utility vehicle as
he fled a nightclub shooting.
One weapon was found by police in the SUV and the other
was thrown out of it, prosecutors said.
Two of Combs' associates also were named in the indictment:
his rapping protege, Jamal "Shyne" Barrow, on attempted
murder charges, and bodyguard Anthony Jones, on a weapons
charge.
Combs, 30, could get up to 15 years in prison if convicted.
Combs has proclaimed his innocence since his arrest after
three people were wounded Dec. 27 in the crowded Club NY. He
was detained, along with girlfriend Jennifer Lopez, as they drove
from the club after the shooting. Lopez was released.
Combs was charged with possession of a 9 mm pistol found in
the car and with possession of another stolen 9 mm thrown from
the vehicle, officials said.

Cuban boy may become U.S. citizen
If some lawmakers have their way, Elian Gonzalez, the 6year-old boy from Cuba who has sparked much emotion since
arriving in the U.S. will become a U.S. citizen.
Sen. Connie Mack, R-Fla., and four House Republicans —
three of them from Florida — have said they will introduce bills to
make Elian a citizen when Congress reconvenes on Jan. 24.
Swift movement on the measures seems likely, since Senate
Majority Leader Trent Lott, R-Miss., has signed on to Mack's
proposal and House Majority Whip Tom DeLay, R-Texas, is the
fourth sponsor of the proposed House bill. House Speaker
Dennis Hastert, R-lll., "is supportive," a spokesman said.
Asked if President Clinton would sign such a bill into law,
White House spokesman Joe Lockhart said: "We'll deal with that
when we get there. We'll take great pains to stay out of the politics
of this."
As a citizen, Elian would no longer be a foreigner without legal
status in this country, and the Immigration and Naturalization
Service, which has ordered him home to Cuba, would have no
more say over his fate.
— from wire reports
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Casual sex losing its
appeal for students
Sexual activity on decline since peaking in the '80s
UTH PADAWER
MS Campus wire service

m

Twenty years ago, Eric
Nielson would have been an oddity on New Jersey's Rutgers
University campus, speaking
unabashedly as he does about
choosing to remain a virgin. But
these days, Nielson, 18, figures
half his male friends are virgins,
and none has been teased for his
choice.
"For me, it's a matter of waiting until I find the right girl," said
Nielson, a freshman. "It's not a
moral thing; it's just what feels
right inside. I want to feel very
emotionally attached to someone
before I have sex with her."
A generation after the sexual
revolution dazzled young people
with the promise of freedom and
excitement, the culture of liberation has lost some of its luster.
Not only has the level of sexual
activity among unmarried young
people slackened in the past
decade, after years of increase,
but attitudes have shifted as well.
Group dates are now fashionable, a way to avoid pressure for
intimacy. Virginity, a source of
humiliation since the 1960s, is
now more often a badge of honor.
And casual sex is not as widely
accepted as it once was. College
students today are more likely
than their '70s counterparts to
view such dalliance as immoral
— this at the same time that other
adults, even senior citizens, have
become more easygoing about sex
outside of marriage.
"There's a real awareness on
campuses these days that sexual
choices are serious choices, that
they involve people's emotions
and bodies in serious ways," said
Meryle Kaplan, who runs the
women's center at William
Paterson University in Wayne,
N.J. "It's not just about AIDS,
either. A generation ago, sex was
about personal expression and
liberation. Now there's more
awareness of sexual violence and
consequences — the idea that it's
your body; take care of it."
Consider these findings from
large-scale studies by the
University of Chicago, the
University of California at Los
Angeles, and the Urban Institute:
•The proportion of adolescent
males who approved of premari-

tal sex when a couple does not
plan to marry increased from 55
percent in 1979 to 80 percent in
1988. By 1995, it had dropped to
71 percent.
•A record low of 40 percent of
college freshman agree that "if
two people really like each other,
it's all right for them to have sex
even if they've known each other
for a very short time." That's
down from 52 percent in 1987.
•The proportion of 18- to 24year-olds who frown on sex
before marriage, calling it

It's not a moral
thing; it's just what
feels right inside. I
want to feel very
emotionally
attached to
someone
■

•

Eric Nielson
college freshman
"always" or "almost always"
wrong, has jumped more than 50
percent since 1972, to more than
one in four.
•Rates of sexual activity have
flattened and even declined after
climbing steadily from the 1950s
through the 1980s. The proportion
of 17- to 19-year-old males who
reported they were still virgins,
for example, jumped from 24 percent in 1988 to 32 percent in 1995.
"I have two much older brothers, and I used to hear them say
that losing their virginity was the
biggest goal they had in college,"
said Taina Rodriguez, 18, a student at Rutgers University. "Now
the biggest goal is just getting
through college."
Market researchers are calling
the trend "neo-traditionalism."
They predict that patterns of dating, marriage and child-rearing
among today's young adults may
turn out to be more like those of
their grandparents than of their
parents — even as they reject traditional gender roles and are
more open to gay and interracial
relationships.

Said one observer, "Picture
Eisenhower but with a pierced
eyebrow."
To some, the predictions of a
broad culture shift seem farfetched. True, the level of sexual
activity among 15- to 19-yearolds has eased, but it's still well
above what it was before the
"free love" culture of the 1960s
and 1970s. And although premarital sex may be less acceptable
than it was a decade ago, the
number of cohabiting couples
under age 25 doubled from 1980
to 1996.
Moreover, according to a
recent national study, teen-agers
who drink or take drugs are
much more likely to have sex at a
younger age and with more partners than teens who avoid alcohol and drugs.
Culture watchers are convinced that the nation is in the
midst of a significant shift, with
more young people rejecting the
sexual-liberation legacy of their
baby-boomer parents than anyone would have foretold 10 years
ago. The reasons are complicated,
but AIDS and AIDS education
have no doubt been instrumental
in changing sexual behavior and
attitudes.
"The cost of getting carried
away has gotten much higher,"
said Stan Henshaw, a researcher
at the Alan Guttmacher Institute,
a leading reproductive-health
research group.
"AIDS made people more cautious and that changed the
norm," Henshaw said. "After a
while, the cautiousness stopped
being linked to AIDS and started
being about morality, because the
ethic shifts as the behavior shifts.
I suspect that once a cure for
AIDS is found, sexual behavior
will become less restrictive, and
the prevailing morality will
change to catch up to that."
Conservatives say the cautiousness will last longer — a
mark, they say, of their own success. They credit the spread of
abstinence education, the growing critique of abortion, and the
popularity of such campaigns as
True Love Waits, which has
prompted millions of teens to
take virginity pledges. Sexual
behavior, they argue, was so
extreme in the 1970s and 1980s
that it set off a backlash.
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the annual shoot yourself contest

get your
in the

Option 1: thecontest
Enter staged, crazy photos as part of the official Shoot
Yourself Contest. For more details, see our other ad in

Deadline:
Friday, Jan. 28
by 5 pm

today's paper and refer to our webpage:
www.jmu.edu/thebluestone/shootyourself.html

Option 2: newyoarseve

Put your name and phone number on
all pictures and include the names of
the people in the picture.

Where were you for New Year's Eve? Did you take any

Bring submissions to THE BLUESTONE,

pictures of your New Year's celebration? If you have any

Anthony-Seeger Room 217 (inside
WXJM) or mail them to MSC 3522.

good pictures or have some funny stories to tell, we

Any Questions? Call x6541 or see our

want to know. If you have photos, choose a few that

webpage for more details:

best show the location and JMU students. Then mail them

www.jmu.edu/thebluestone

to us or bring them by our office. If you have any stories
to tell that photos failed to capture, give us a call or
stop by ,o discuss Q}
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Ethnic and "Gently Worn" Clothing
"a most unique and exciting;:

I

OF THE

EARTH
HAPPY NEW YEAR! Now that you're back into the swing
stop by to see ouanew and ■gently-worn' clothing
selection. Lots of good stuff to choose from!
Visit us at
163 So. Main St or call 432=1394 for hours and information

Tapestries •

The "BIG" Deal
Any 12" MTO
for $4.49
(From 4pm-Midnight)

Drums

533 University Blvd. • 574-3072
1825 S. Main St. • 574-3178

Making it easier everyday!

www.sunchase.net
We're filling up ..

Come to see us at the Housing Fair!
Taylor Hall
Room 202
Wed./Thurs.
January 19/20
10:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Need Roommates? Get the connection
at www.sunchase.net

437-4800

SEND
DART
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Funkhouser & Associates
JMU Grads serving JMU Students
for all your housing needs!

^Hunter's Ridge Townhomes
♦Hunter's Ridge Condos
* Madison Terrace
* Duke Gardens
*Foxhill Townhouse
* Madison Manor Townhomes
* Madison Manor Condos
* Mountain View Heights
* Country Club Court
* Madison Gardens
* Madison Square
* The Gingerbread House
* Various Sized Houses
^Rental Off ice

........

I
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Give us a call at 434-5150,
or come by our office at 715 Port Republic Road
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Check out our web site at
www.offcampushousingxom
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EDITORIAL
BREEZE
"To the press alone, chequered
as it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs
which have been gained by
reason and humanity over error
and oppression."
—James Madison
Editor
Managing editor
Ads manager
Art director
Production manager
Netos editor
News editor
Asst. news editor
Opinion editor
Asst. opinion editor
Style editor
Focus editor
Asst. style/focus editor
Sports editor
Asst. sports editor
Copy editor
Asst. copy editor
Photo editor
Photo editor
Graphics editor
Advisers

Courtney Crowley
Kelly Whalen
Brandon Hedrick
Dylan Boucherle
Rick Harman
Kelly Hannon
Gina Montefusco
Brian Westley
Melanie Jennings
Amy Bafumo
Jenny Stromann
Megan Ross
Alison Manser
Mike Gesario
Jason Mclnrynt
Mama Apperson
Steven Landry
Alex Vessels
Katie Wilson
Michele Johnston
Flip De Luca
Alan Neckowitz

EDITORIAL POLICY
The house editorial reflects the opinion of die
editorial board as a whole, and is not
necessarily the opinion of any individual staff
member of the Breeze.

Courtney A. Crowley . . . editor
Kelly Whalen. . . managing editor
Melanie Jennings. . . opinion editor
Amy Bafumo . . . asst. opinion editor

Letters to the ediror should be no more than
500 words, columns should be no more than
800 words, and both will be published on a
space available basis. They must be delivered to
The breeze by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday.
Trie Breeze reserves the right to edit for clarity
and space.
The opinions in this section do not necessarily
reflect the opinion of the newspaper, this staff,
or James Madison University.

CORRECTION
The on-campus peeper sketch in the
Jan. 13 issue ot'The Breeze should
have been credited to the JMU Police
Department.
The Breeze regrets the error.

Statement brings
out worst of JMU
Winter break ended a world. As a public university,
week ago, but it James Madison University is
appears that some innovative, responsive and
people left their brains on vaca- accountable."
Even worse than suspected
tion, notably the administration and the Student Govern- ineptitude, it turns out that SGA
was indeed debating the right
ment Association.
Last week, SGA discussed statement — the administration
JMU's proposed mission state- cut off the second half of the
ment at its regular Tuesday statement without telling SGA,
night meeting. A majority of or anyone else for that matter,
senators criticized the stateRemoving the second half of
ment for its vague nature, fail- the statement is probably a
ure to distinguish JMU and a smart idea because it didn't say
lack of inclusiveness on the any more as a whole statement
part of the group of adminis- than the first half. But two things
trators who drafted the state- come to mind: the administrament, according to the Jan. 13 tion should have announced that
issue of The Breeze. The state- it was bringing an altered verment senators denounced sion of the statement before the
reads: "We are committed to University Council for approval
preparing students to be given the universal outcry of
distaste for the
enlightened and
and
educated citizens
...JMU has statement
SGA should have
who will lead prohad the current
ductive
and
become
nothing
affairs knowledge
meaningful lives."
to know that what
We're right with
more than a
they were debating
SGA on this one.

A

couple

CAMPUS
SPOTLIGHT

XRIS THOMASIsenior photoxraphei

Topic: What have
you decided to
make your New
Year's resolution
this year?
"To stop saying
'like.'"

Denise Rembis
junior, marketing

"To increase my
tolerance."

of bUSineSS Where the was different than

what everyone else
months ago, we
denounced the shareholders have knew to be the
statement.
proposed mission
no voice in the These are the
statement in this
people who are
very space. It is
corporations
running the instinothing more than
tution and in cona
missionless
major
trol of student
statement that
yy
fees. What kind of
lacks focus and
decisions...
circus
is this?
says absolutely
That SGA could
nothing. What is bothersome
about this situation, however, have opened itself up to debate
is that SGA was not debating on an incomplete mission statethe entire mission statement: It ment as a result of complete
was only debating the first half, ignorance — that would have
or so we thought.
gone down in the annals of stuWhat's worse, though, is the dent government as a depressfact that SGA was debating the ing moment,
version of the statement that
More depressing, however, is
was given to them by JMU the oligarchical style in which
President Linwood Rose's the administration conducted
office. In other words, it itself by simply lopping off the
appears the President's Office second half of a statement that
supplied SGA with bum infor- was even more despised than
mation, and that SGA trusted the first.
In the end, SGA was right
the administration enough not
to make darn sure that they because the administration
had the correct information proved that it was not inclusive in
before senators launched into a terms of drafting the statement,
round of rapid-fire anti-mis- and that it really doesn't care what
the students think. This lack of
sion statement declarations.
The entire proposed mission responsiveness and enlightenstatement, which ran on the ment means JMU has become
front page of The Breeze in the nothing more than a business
Nov. 11, 1999 issue, read: "We where the shareholders have no
are committed to preparing voice in the corporation's major
students to be enlightened and decisions, and it means the miseducated citizens who will lead sion statement is nothing more
f»roductive and meaningful than concise puffery that
ives in an interdependent "defines" who we are — a fraud.

Erik Henderson
freshman, undecided

'To get more sex.'

Jill Phelps
sophomore, math

"To be more
religious."

Tim Myers
junior, physics

"Women, beer,
girls and a new
car."

Steve Moss
junior, finance and economics
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Reflections on the impact of conversation
The time of my college career with a little bit of luck and a lot of hard work is
coming to a quick close. For those of
you seniors graduating in May, let me
make this friendly reminder: We only have
111 days left. Let me repeat that — play
these numbers in the Lotto or do something
productive with them — 111! Think about
it: our four, five or six years here will be
over in a little less than four months.
Without trying to sound cheesy or too
wistful, it seems like Aug. 24,19% was just
yesterday. Freshman move-in day.
Followed by the Freshman Fun-Fest and all
the requisite freshmen activities: the first
time you puked because you were an idiot
when it came to the bottle, the first time you
did something really stupid (probably after
puking) that you regretted in the morning,
the first, second, third, fourth and fifth
times you got lost in academic buildings
trying to find classes without using a map,
the first time you crammed for finals week,
the first time you sat down and had an
adult conversation with friends and roommates without the aid of beer or without
the television blaring in the background.
At the same time, the events mat shaped
the moments that constituted the other three
years seem blurred, almost inexcusably nebulous, hazy even. This is most likely the
result of too much go-go-go and not enough
relaxation time. How in the world are you
supposed to remember when such-andsuch happened, and Sara broke up with
James only to start going out with Bill the

very same day? Or on what days all of your shape my college experience.
girlfriends got their rings from their
The beginning of the end of my college
boyfriends? I am so haphazardly forgetful wonder years has made me realize just how
so much of the time . . . unless it holds my lucky I am to have the type of people in my
mind in such rapture that I can never forget life who challenge me to think on a higher
I realized something last week with my plane and even challenge the way I think.
roommates Murph and Kimimo (I've Even more special is mat these people don't
changed the names to protect the inno- necessarily want to change the way I think,
cent), the other night with the help of the they merely want to see people live up to
Ane, Kerelbow, Waterboy and Crunchy their full potential instead of just going
(I've changed the names to protect the through the motions of life. They aren't out
there protesting,
guilty), and
but they don't
Saturday night
always like the
with the help of
status
quo.
my dad. This
These people
revelation all
have been roomgoes back to the
mates from varisimple art of
ous
years,
conversation
Courtney Crowley
friends, adviserwithout the
ers, co-workers,
television blaring in the background. Simple conversa- family and other loved ones. Some of the
tion is wonderful, getting into extended most memorable conversations I've been
human interaction. Most rewarding is involved with have ranged from the munmore complex, detailed and involved con- dane to the inherently intellectual, to the
versation, or in other words, higher com- cynical, to the downright silly. But each of
munication. Sober discussions outside the those conversations was long, involved and
classroom about theories or the hot-button life-altering in its own way.
These are the moments that have been
issues of the day, with thoughtful and provoking insight that implore your education the foundation on which my exceptional
and intelligence, are jewels in the rough, college years have been constructed.
everyday world that often moves too fast Ultimately, it has been the people in my life
to enable you to slow down and really who have made the difference, not any
digest what's happening. And it is the con- institution on campus, and not any single
versations I remember most, some even figure. All of the important conversations I
more than the events that have helped have had with people, all the silly ones;

Ramble
On

Dans c< Pals are
submitted anonymously
and printed on a spaceavailable basis.
Submissions are based
upon one person's
opinion of a given
situation, person or
event and do not
necessarily reflect the
truth.

DARTS
&PAT

they have all shaped me. Conversations
with the people who have passed through,
never to be seen or heard from again, those
who have passed through who still remain
in contact, those who have passed through
who I miss every day, those who have
gone and I only miss every now and again,
those who I got to know really well and
those I only knew marginally well, those
close to me, and those with whom I am
acquainted with, those who are still around
that I only see on occasion and those I see
daily all play an important role in my life.
Granted I never had conversations with
Kennedy, but my conversations have
meant the world to me. The amalgamation
of these people from vastly different areas
of my severely compartmentalized life into
one entity — friends — have been more
than special, they have been vital.
There is a certain irony in the way this
column shaped up. It was initially conceived as a funny, typical Ramble On piece.
The headline was supposed to read:
"Conversation Strikes JMU? It's the End of
the World!" It was going to be a cynical
satire on the lack of conversation at JMU.
But in the end, I realize that most people
have some type of conversation in their
lives. And if you don't, I'd recommend it.
As the Waterboy says, "It sure is better
than TV." I couldn't agree more.
Courtney Crowley is the editor. She likes
talking to people more than she likes talking to
the voices in her head.

Dart...
A "way-to-waste-my-time" dart to the inefficient
assistant who made me wait in line for help while she
smoothed on hand cream and made personal calls.
Sent in by a graduating senior who is elated that
she never has to deal with you again and wishes
JMU would hire professionals who want to help.

Dart...

Dart...

Dart...

A "you-just-couldn't-wait-could-you?" dart to the
parking staffer who ticketed my car the first day I
was back at JMU.
Sent in by a very irritated student who wonders
how early you people came back to start giving out
tickets before classes began.

A "try-renting-an-art-major-next-time" dart to the
color blind person who stuck the old yellow picture
backgrounds in the middle of the new pastel JAC
cards.
Sent in by two seniors who prefer their old JAC
to the ugly eyesores they have now and wonder why
the change was needed.

A "go-home-and-watch-television" dart to all the
New Year's resolutioners who think UREC is a cool
place to hang out.
Sent in by an angry student who works out
regularly and doesn 't appreciate being crowded or
waiting in long lines for equipment.

Pat...

Pat...

Pat...

A "you're-bold-as-heck" pat to the cleaning lady
at Carrier Library who captured and released a bat
that was sleeping in the corner of a window on the
third floor.
Sent in by an impressed student who would never
dream of touching the winged creature without wearing
some sort of bite-proof suit and salutes your bravery.

A "thanks-for-saving-my-cold-hands" pat to the
guy who lent me his extra pair of gloves when I was
freezing at the bus stop.
Sent in by a grateful lady who appreciates the
opportunity to thaw her frozen hands and thanks you
for your thoughtfulness.

A "thank-you-for-being-so-considerate" pat to the
two girls who carried my books from J-lot to Keezell
Hall when I was having trouble getting up the hill on
my crutches.
Sent in by an injured junior who was having a
rough and painful day but felt much better after
your assistance.
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When it snows or freezes
and you want to know if
JMU is open, closed
. or opening late... *J
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INTERESTED IN TAKING PICTURES FOR THE BREEZE?
NEW MEETING TIMES: MONDAY 4:00PM
THURSDAY 3:15PM

FOR MORE INFO CALL X6749
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HORilONS
Camp & Conference Facility

Employment opportunities
for JMU faculty and students

^CALIFORNIA NAILS
Valley Mall

1-800-729-9230
540-896-7600
FAX 540-896-5455

Group & Conference Programs

Email: camphorizo@aol.com
http://www.camphorizonsva.com

Our excellent facilities and staff can
make your next outing - outstanding!

Greg Czyszczon
Dir. of Group & Conference
Programs

Winterized cabins, dining facilities, pool,
western horseback riding, high and low
ropes, mountain biking, rafting, canoeing,
rock climbing, spelunking and more!
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1925 E. Market St.
Harrisonburg, VA

540-564-2636
Walk-ins welcome

[~15% Off regular [ Have no nails?
prices Oil ALL ( Bite your nails?

Camp Horizons
3586 Horizons Way
Harrisonburg, VA. 22802

services

I Have weak nails?
advertisement,
_ ...
. _. ,.
with this advertisement
. Ex£ires2(9/2000 _ J Come t0 Collfornla Nails today.

Spend May 2000 in Belgium
Study the European Union
May 6-20, 2000
MKTG / IBUS 498:
Business Environment of
Europe. Study European
integration in Europe.
Can substitute for MKTG
460.
For more information and
to apply online, visit
tnarketing.jmu. edu/antwer/A

Classes held at the
University of Antwerp

SEND
DART

Field trips to Brussels,
Brugge, Ghent, European
Union, and several
Belgian Business. Plus an
Optional weekend trip to
Paris
# Taught in English
* $1,999 in-state; $2,500 out of state
♦Fee covers tuition, lodging, all field
trips, and one or two meals per day
#Air fare extra
♦ Directed by Dr. Newell Wright
(wrightnd@jmu. edu)
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iSON GRILL
Change is a peculiar thing.
And lately for James Madison,
change is as familiar as Dolley Madison.
Change is no stranger to the
esteemed
Steakhouse
either.
Newcomers might not remember the
prestige of dining in the elegant
Steakhouse, decorated with little more
than D-hall ambiance, but fully
equipped with a salad bar and steaks, a
little thicker than a piece of paper.
Despite the obvious sarcasm, the
Steakhouse was the greatest. It was like
a "real restaurant" and although JMU
does have stellar dining services, let's
face it, nothing on a college campus is
truly like a "real restaurant"
But the Steakhouse was.
And as we, a table of 12 Breeze
staffers, strolled into the new and
improved Madison Grill, we were
awestruck both by the improvements
and a little teary-eyed for the loss.
Those tears quickly retracted, however,
as we watched trays of strawberrytopped cheesecakes pass us by.
Madison Grill is a far cry from the
Steakhouse — it is far better.
Apparently, we were disillusioned
at the time that the Steakhouse took on
a God-like form because the Madison
Grill is where it's at.
"Where's the catch?" you ask. Of
course there has to be one, but with
menu items like these, how can you
expect there to not be? You can't really
expect a smoked trout or grilled
salmon fillet to cost the same as a chicken wrap from Dukes.
However, the Madison Grill punch
is equivalent to $8.50 instead of the
measly $4, $4.50 or whatever the usual
punch is these days. So, conceivably
you can use one punch on a delectable
meal from the Madison Grill, whose
prices are low compared to "real
restaurants." Or, you could take the
high road, like most of us did and
spend a considerable amount on a costeffective and delicious meal — you
only live once, right?
My meal, for example, came to
$14.45 — $5.95 out of my pocket —
the rest swiped off my new
Clemsonesque JAC card. I had a
delicious bowl of French Onion Soup
Gratinee. I'm not sure what the

.
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A 'breezy' review
of a change for
the better

Story by Assistant Style & Focus Editor Alison Manser
Photos by Photo Editor Alex Vessels

JMU Head Chef Steve Mangan serves up a gourmet dish at the Madison Grill last Thursday evening. The newly renovated
restaurant on the fifth floor of Warren Hall replaces The Steakhouse. With a remodeled kitchen, dining area and menu, the
Madison Grill adds a new dimension to JMU Dining Services.
"Gratinee" is all about, but the soup
was delicious. For my entree, I had
an 8 oz. New York Strip Sirloin steak
garnished with mushrooms, vegetables and accompanied by a baked
potato. It was mouth-watering, finger-licking good and quite larger than
a piece of paper — another step up
from the Steakhouse.
My eyes tricked my stomach into
thinking dessert was in order, so I
shoved about half of a delicious cheesecake into my already bulging belly.
They claim the cheesecake is "D-hall's
famous;" but it is much richer and
more delicious and topped off with
strawberries and whipped cream.
Mmm mmmgood!
JMU Head Chef Steve Mangan
(a.k.a. Chef Steve) stopped by our table

Fresh Fruit Plate
'.-. .

21

N.Y. Strip Sirloin
......

^'UMHMM

to say hello in his usual friendly manner, delivering us a taste of the smoked
trout appetizer — delish!
Chef Steve also informed us about
his staff — comprised of many culinary students — who are still learning, he said. So it can only get better
from here.
And our one big complaint —
harsh lighting — was quickly corrected
by Shari Scofield, manager assistant,
who said the Grill is "improving daily"
and will soon be dimming the lights,
turning on the track lighting and
adding candles.
Unfortunately, Madison Grill only
affords students three punches a
semester. The Steakhouse used to give
10 punches a semester, but they also
had plastic indicators sticking out of

Grilled Caesar Salad

their steaks reading—"well," "rare," etc
Enough of my point of view, there
are 11 other Breeze staffers eager to tell
their Madiscn Grill experience, one
that we all enjoyed.
Jenny Stromann, Style Editor
Despite the bright lights and the
unlikeliness that a punch will cover an
entire meal, the Madison Grill is a definite improvement from the Steakhouse.
Its open, airy and laid back atmosphere
makes for a relaxing dinner. Madison
Grill keeps feeding you and feeding
you. The food is delicious and beautiful; you will not leave hungry. I had the
French onion soup and an 8 oz. sirloin,
which was more than enough.
see REAL page23

Grilled Salmon Fillet
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'Real restaurant' moves into Warren Hall
REAL, from page 21

Courtney Crowley, Editor
There were originally supposed to be 13
of us on this little field trip to the Grill,
and being suspicious of any new idea
Dining Services was going to come up
with to replace my beloved Steakhouse,
in jest, I talked about the need to elect a
Jesus because this would probably be
our Last Supper. However, much to my
surprise and delight, I found myself
paying almost $17 —entirely in Flex —
for what was, hands-down, the best dining experience I've ever had on campus. I
even ate the cheesecake (I was more full
than Ali thanks to the all-you-can-eat
bread the Grill provides, the clam
chowder and sirloin) — and I don't
even like cheesecake!
Kelly Whalen, Managing Editor
Even battling a fever and cold couldn't
stop me from trying the newest addition
to JMU cuisine. Despite my dulled taste
buds, I thorougly enjoyed my flavorful
honey mustard chicken with rice and
assorted veggies. The Grill staff impressed
me with their courteous and efficient service. The highlight of the meal was the
cheesecake, cut into generous portions
and covered in fresh strawberries... a
refreshing treat during this cold time of year!
After using my $8.50 punch, my dinner
cost me $.70! My only suggestion
is to add some greenery to the
restaurant.
Gina Montefusco, News Editor
The Madison Grill made up for what it
may lack in timeliness with great food
and even better garnishes. To begin, I
ordered the grilled Caesar salad because
grilled romaine lettuce sounded so weird.
It ended up being the best part of the
meal. I also ordered the 8 oz. steak, which
was pretty good but not amazing. All the
food had elaborate garnishes and were
arranged nicely, a far cry from the plastic
sticks saying "well done" or "medium"
that were stuck in the steaks of the old
Steakhouse. My entire meal cost almost
$15, which makes it hard to justify eating at
the Madison Grill too often.
Megan Ross, Focus Editor
My sirloin was cooked exactly as I

ordered it. The grilled vegetables and kale
added a colorful dimension to an ordinarily boring favorite (steak and baked potato).
I recommend the smoked trout appetizer
— it tastes as good as it looks. The service
was impressive for a college eatery,
although management had the heads up
on our plans to review their restaurant. I'd
say overall, even urban restaurant snobs
will be pleasantly surprised.
Brian Westley, Asst. News Editor
After much debate, I decided to
take a risk at the Madison Grill
Thursday night, ordering the salmon
instead of steak. Fortunately, I was
pleasantly surprised with my choice
and recommend the salmon to anyone
who is tired of the same old staple of
chicken and burgers.
I found the Grill to be much improved
from the old Steakhouse, with a wider
menu selection and larger portions of
food. Therere is still room for improvement, however, when it comes to the
atmosphere of the place. The walls are
completely barren and could use a few
paintings and other wall hangings. The
lighting is also way too bright and needs
to be dimmed somewhat
Mike Gesario, Sports Editor
I'm not a restaurant connoisseur.
The lighting, music and atmosphere
usually doesn't matter to me. Especially
when on campus. It's not like I go to Dhall expecting a five-star dinner.
Basica 11 v, I care about the food. With
that said, my New York strip steak wasn't bad. Not great. A little dry. But not
bad. I would say, definitely get the
mushrooms on top for a little extra flavor. I could have used some other vegetable though, perhaps corn or green
beans, in place of the onions and carrots. The cheesecake made me leave
with a smile on my face.
Alex Vessels, Photo Editor
Going to dinner with Breeze staff
isn't as easy as you'd think. I stepped
into the bathroom briefly before leaving, and when I re-entered the Breeze
office, the staff had left without me.
What a bunch of Benedict Arnolds.
When I arrived at the Madison Grill, I
was pleased to see the redesigned con-

ADISON GRILL
Vital Statistics

LOCATION: Warren Hall, 5th floor
HOURS: Lunch: 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Dinner: 5-9 p.m.

RESERVATIONS: Call 568-7555
PAYMENT: Accepting cash, Flex,
Dining Dollars Gold and Duke cards.

Swps and Sated*
Soup of the Day
French Onion Gratinee
House Salad
Grilled Caesar Salad

A

MadisoripT
$1.50
$2.25
$1.75
$2.75

Sides
French Fries
Vegetables

$1.00
$1.00

Appetizers
Hot Spinach Dip with cracker asssortment $3.95
Grill's Smoked Trout (served with onion, egg,
capers and horseradish sauce)$5.95

t

Sandwiches
(served with potato salad, chips and a pickle)
Madison Club
$5.95
(smoked turkey, country ham, swiss, lett., torn.)
Burger
$4.95
(6 oz. ground beef)
* Add Cheese, 50 cents
(w/ lett., torn., onion, on a kaiser roll
with fries or vegetables)
Grilled Chicken
$6.25
(6 oz. breast)
Entrees
Fettucine w/ peas and country ham laced with oregano
$5.95
Fettucine tossed with olive oil, garlic and herbs
$4.95
Corn and Pepper Quesadilla
w/ black bean cake, salsa $6.95
Grilled Salmon Fillet w/ lemon pepper butter,
rice pilaf and fresh veggies
$10.95
Grilled Honey Mustard Chicken w/ rice pilaf
and fresh veggies
$5.95
$7.95
■*H Grilled N.Y. Strip Sirloin
8 oz.
12 oz.
$12.95
w/ sauteed mushrooms, baked potato and fresh veggies)
Desserts
D-hall's Famous Cheesecake: $3.25
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Fresh Fruit Plate: $2.50 Homemade Carrot Cake$2 95
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temporary decor. The grilled salad was
like nothing I'd ever eaten. Light, smoky
and crisp. My fish entree was equally as
tasty. Chef Steve personally promised to
incorporate D-hall's Creme Brulee into
Madison Grill's menu. On the whole, a
fantabulous dining experience. Checking
out was a little tricky, the line was long,
and when I finally got outside, the whole
staff had abandoned me again. I hate them.
Katie Wilson, Photo Editor
Marcia Apperson, Copy Editor
Michele Johnston, Graphics Editor

A table of
students enjoys
a Madison Grill
meal during its
first week after
opening last
Monday. The
Grill's new and
innovative menu
has proved
popular after one
week. Chef
Steve and the
Madison Grill
staff are looking

forward to
more success.

5

For our main course, Katie and Marcia
ordered the grilled honey mustard chicken and Michele had the 8 oz. Sirloin. We
had no problem gobbling down these
great dishes as we anxiously anticipated
dessert, our favortie part of the evening.
We give major props to the delectable
cheesecake with its fresh strawberries.
Marcia and Michele savored each bite
while Katie scarfed down the whole
piece. Despite being named D-hall's
famous cheesecake, this dessert goes
above and beyond it's name. It was a
perfect ending to a night of great food,
service and fun.
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Start Your Week off in Style with
Two Great Bands! Only at

MTtiNSIREETBflR & GRilL
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$2 TUESDAYS
Every Band, Every Tuesday, Only $2

Do you have a GPA of 3.00 or higher?
then rush

PHI SIGMA PI

National Honor Fraternity

^*T«4

This week "The Parasols"
18 and older to enter

JJaticmal $onorJfraternitp
Informational Meetings:

iNUARY 1

AGENTS OF GOOD "ROOTS
First time in the 'Burg in over a year!
Tickets available at the door only to sell out
18 and older to enter

January 18,9 p.m.-lO p.m. - Taylor 402
January 19,7 p.m.- 8 p.m. - Taylor 306
Meet the Brothers of Phi Sigma Pi:
January 20,9:30 p.m.-11 p.m.
Bell Hall TV Lounge

For more information:
Plan Your Entire Month! Check Out Our Calender Located @ www.MegaWattlnc.com
Mainstreet Bar & Grill is perfectly located at 153 South Main Street in downtown Hamsonburg,

please contact
Christy at: hartfocl@jmu.edu (437-1236)
or Mark at: wilsonmc@jmu.edu (437-3219)

Contact SGA atx6376
We are here to help you.

It

fe

For information, call x6376
or e-mail: studentQandA@jmu.edu
%
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The show must go on
Theatre II cast loses rights to perform 'Art',
will tell their story through 'Music'this weekend
"Music" tells the story of a small theatre company started by
Henry, a long forgotten director of '80s pop movies and James, an
out-of-work sitcom television star of the 'Urkel' genre.
"F@$% 'em all!"
Senior Robert O. Wilson, who plays a newcomer to the
These were the words of senior Nehal Joshi, expressing the company, joins Henry, junior Austin Bragg, and James,
thoughts of many this week.
Joshi, as the three attempt to put on a play titled "Music."
Joshi, in addition to four fellow
During production, the three find out that they don't retain
performers, was part of the cast of __^_^__^_^_____ ^ammB^^___mmmmmmm 'ne r'gnts to ,ne aforemen"Art," a play scheduled to run at
tioned play.
Theatre II this week.
The characters cannot
decide if they should perform>
0
a
the play and assert their artisflicts with Dramatists Play
tic freedom or if they should
Service (DPS).
recognize the legal aspects and
"We received verbal permisgive up on "Music."
Nehal Joshi
sion from them (DPS) twice,"
"It explores the idea of
senior theatre and dance major
said the play's director, senior
whether theater is an art form
Matt Horner.
or really just a business,"
After two months of rehearsJoshi said.
ing "Art," conflict arose when
Questioning which
DPS claimed that the touring
connections will better his
'MUSIC
company currently performing
career in the long run,
"Art" would be denied ticket WHAT: A play based on reality starring senior Nehal Joshi,
Wilson's character works
senior Robert O. Wilson and junior Austin Bragg.
sales if the show was performed
through the internal arguWHERE: Theatre II
here concurrently.
ment of whether to stand
Lacking rights to continue WHEN: Thursday through Sunday at 8 p.m. and a midnight
by his partners in the
performance on Saturday.
with "Art," the director and
company or to give in to
cast found themselves at square
the big business conglomone, a mere week before their
erate and play by the
show's premiere.
rules (Wilson's character
Borrowing from true-life experience, the crew, less of a cast and had not been named as of press time).
"It's so experimental, 'we' don't even know what's going
more of a troop now, harnessed their militant outlooks and gained
creative energy.
to happen," Joshi said.
"Music" will run Thursday, Jan. 20 and Sunday, Jan. 23 at 8 p.m.
Their invention, a play titled "Music" is a work in progress
in Theatre II with a midnight performance on Saturday.
according to Homer, who will direct this new endeavor as well.
JULIE SPROESSER
staff writer

Its so experimental, we don't even

f "rTn^u'ntitTela! Tot know what's going to happen."
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INDIGO GIRLS
WHAT: A folk-rock duo in concert
WHERE: Convocation Center
WHEN: Saturday, Feb. 12
ADMISSION: Tickets go on sale
Thursday at 9 p.m. at the
Warren Hall Box Office. Tickets
cost $15 with a JAC card, limit
two, and $20 general admission.
Tickets will also go on sale
Friday at Plan 9, Town &
Campus Records and Rocktown
CDs and Tapes.

No'Joking',
Indigo Girls
to Come on
at JMU
The Indigo Girls, a folk-rock
duo, will perform at the JMU
Convocation Center on Feb. 12
The Indigo Girls are best known
for their singles, "Joking," "Galileo"
and "Power of Two." Their most
recent album, Come on Now Social
follows several others since their
conception in 1985 including Rites of
Passage, Swamp Ophelia and Shaming
of the Sun.
Tickets will be on sale beginning
this Thursday at 9 p.m. in the
Warren Hall Box Office. Tickets will
be $15 with a JAC card (limit two)
and $20 without a JAC card.
On Friday, tickets will also go
on sale at Plan 9 Town &
Campus Records and Rocktown
CDs and Tapes.
The concert is sponsored by the
University Program Board.
— Compiled from staff reports

Groooovy baby!
A prequel, some sequels are top movies in 1999
ANTHONY MARCHEGIANO
staff writer

1. "Star Wars: Episode 1
Phantom Menace"
$430.7 million
2. "The Sixth Sense"
$276.7 million
3. "Toy Story 2"
$219.7 million

f
I

4. "Austin Powers 2: The Spy That
Shagged Me" $205.9 million
5. "The Matrix" $171.4 million
"gross lo date

Movies of 1999

The year of 1999 was a definite success for the
movie industry.
Despite the hype, the criticism, and even Jar
Jar Binks, "Star Wars: Episode I — Phantom
Menace" was able to easily win the top box office
draw of the year. George Lucas' first of three prequels to the classic "Star Wars" franchise opened
on May 19 with the biggest opening of the year
at $64.81 million on the first day. It would go on
to gross $430.7 million; it beat out 1998's top
draw "Saving Private Ryan" with no problem, as
it drew $216 million.
Maybe the biggest surprise of the year was
the supernatural thriller "The Sixth Sense." The
scary flick opened Aug. 6 with only $26.8 million. But as word of mouth spread, it proceeded
to make a whopping $276.7 million.
Its early success was thought to be playing off
the "Blair Witch" phenomenon; as the word
spread about the ghostly film starring Bruce Willis,
it continued to draw in audiences for about 11
weeks following its opening. The movie's surprising end had audiences returning to see it again to
see how "The Sixth Sense" made sense.
Tom Hanks and Tim Allen did it again, this
time making the sequel more successful than the

original. "Toy Story 2" opened Nov. 24 and is
still making money. The E)isney hit has brought
in $219.7 million so far and is still in the top 10.
"Groooovy baby!" That's what Mike Myers
must be saying after seeing his "Austin Powers 2
— The Spy who Shagged Me" rise to the top of
the box office and make much more money than
the original. The summer saw many comedies
come to the big screen, but "Austin Powers" was
the big winner with $205.9 million. And the
word is that a third installment is in the works.
"What is the Matrix?" Well many people paid
to find out what it was as the science fiction flick
made $171.4 million in 1999. "The Matrix"
opened with only $27.7 on the weekend of
March 31, but as word of mouth spread on the
sci-fi enigma, the ticket sales kept soaring.
Warner Bros, hurried the production of the
movie so they could release it before the whole
"Star Wars" hype began, which was a wise decision. Keanu Reeves and Laurence Fishburne
starred in the action flick. As it was released to
home video, the special effects and action helped
propel it to being the top selling DVD ever.
There will be a second and third installment to
"The Matrix," both will be filmed at the same
time, but will be released separately in theaters.
It will be interesting to see what film takes top
honors in 2000.
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Depression is a serious threat
to anyone that has a brain.
1*1 Cause of Suici
#1
Suicide

Depression is a suppression of brain activity that can strike anyone. It can make life unbearable,
L//V 7 RE/i TB D
but it is also readily, medically treatable. And that's something you should always keep in mind. r\£: J9J9 p S SVO^Sf
Public Service message from SAWE (Suicide AwarenessWoices of Education)

http://www.save.org

IB*eeze

ReacMng me James Madi*on(JnJversitv~
commualty for over 75 yean.

send a

DART
or a

PAT
I Breeze

' Ki-.t. tun;.; Uu- James Madhnii I mvrr\iiv "
i ••mmunii t for over 75 yearv

Spaces are still available for the
JMU Semester in Paris
program for
Fall 2000 and Spring 2001!
Don't miss this chance to study and live in one
of the most captivating cities in the world!!

Available Fall '00 only:
Econ 270 International Economics
(required for all IBUS and INTA majors!)
If you're really concerned
about your health, give your safety
belt a workout. It's the best
exercise we know- to keep you
and your medical costs from going through the roof.

YOU COULD LEARN A LOT FROM A DUMMY."
BOCKli YOUR SAfETY MLT,

iBfeeze

RMBhiM the James Madbon Infverrily
community for over 75 years.

Deadline: February 1
For more information, contact
JMU Office of International Programs
Hillcrest East
568-6419, international@jmu.edu
http://www.jmu.edu/international
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Managing
The Breeze has a spot for you...

E
d

for a detailed job

1

Lorien Lea Denham.

t
o
r

description

Killed by a drunk driver on Good Friday, March 29,1991, at
College Park Drive and Hwy. 19 North in Meridian. Miss.
If you don't stop your fnend from driving drunk, who will? Do whatever it takes.

contact C inirtiu'v

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

I

I
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Depression.
A flaw in chemistry,
not character.
For more information call 1-800-717-3111.

NATIONAL ALLIANCE f Oft RESEARCH
ON SCHIZOPHRENIA AND DEPRESSION

Brand new Townhomes
4 Bedrooms
2 1/2 Baths
<
Huge Kitchen
Liuing Room and Den
Priuate Storage Shed
Patio/Deck
Conuenient Location
On Bus Route
JIHU Ethernet Connections
Cable and phone in each bedroom

iBrireeze

Reaching U« James Madison UnlversJly '
community foe over 75 years.

Barbara Walters • • •
• • .Tom Brolcaw
Katie Couric • • •
Your Name Could Be

Next...

Experience Another Dimension
In Off-Campus Housing

Get YOUR
start
by writing for

THE BREEZE

1999 prices ualid for contracts prior to Feb. 1
Call x6127
From JMU lake South Main St and turn left
on Rocco Avo across from the Hartman Dodge
just past the 1,2,3 Movie Theater.
On Rocco. turn right on Pheasant Run Circle.
Tho Model/Office is located at 579 Pheasant Run Circle
Parking is available in the Pheasant Run Townhome Lot.

Roommate
situations available.

Office Hours

Look for Pheasant Run
at the on-campus housing fair
Wed., Jan. 19 and Thurs., Jan. 20
in Taylor 202.

Mon. -Sat., 10-5 Sun., 10-2
closed Thurs.
Call 801-0660 or 877-266-7786
pheasan2@gte.net

>

iBfeeze

Reaching ihe James Madison University "
community for over 75 yean.
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BATHROOM SURV

2 0 0 0
Operation PotLuck's toilet testers give the
official lowdown on the best and worst
campus watering holes

any stagnant odors. However,
the front bathrooms of Seeger
redefined squalor. Dimly lit
and filthy, it is difficult for
more than one person to
maneuver at once. The
crotch-level men's bathroom
sink is so low that a humiliating spray-back stain is
inevitable from either the sink
or the undivided urinal located inches away. Try explaining that one in a class of 150!
The Committee then
crossed South Main Street to
bombard the Bluestones with
their high standards and
stringent rubric. Duke was
the first victim, and they
must've known we were
coming. While weaving
through Duke, we stumbled
off the beaten path and discovered a diamond in the
rough. The bathrooms (Duke
199 M, L) in the Theater
Department were some of the
finest we encountered.
Spacious, immaculate, vacant
and inviting, these bathrooms
include a shower with soap to
boot! The ladies' room boasted of two lifted toilet seats —
our team was able to conclude from this that no one
had used this bathroom prior
to its last cleaning. Even more
amazing was that when revisited by the Technical Team
three hours later, one seat
was still untouched. A must
visit for shy and/or odiferous
students. Note to the ladies:
Beware of used and improp-

...,.-

FOC

erly discarded pads lurking behind
toilets in the second floor bathroom.
Miller bathrooms are notable
only because of two-door accessibility and hooks on the wall for
coats and bags. No more worries
about soiled book bags or coat
sleeves! However, in the men's

Story by Senior Writer Alex Vessels and
Contributing Writer Deborah Armusewicz

All bathrooms aren't created equal. Therefore,
there are' many lavatory experiences you can have on
campus. We saw fit
to expose the real
truth about what
goes on behind
closed bathroom
doors. Whether you
rush in to pee between
classes, have the urge to
purge, or want a leisurely and quiet repose, there
are a number of hotspots
on campus that can accommodate even the most hard
to please bathroom connoisseurs.
We decided to put together
a Commode Committee to put
the toilets to the test.
The team of five
devised a ruthless
criterion that would
leave few toilets
standing. The process
we coined Operation
Pot Luck would be the
most comprehensive
bathroom survey over
administered at JMU.
Some of the standards
Deborah Armusewicz
we measured were
junior
cleanliness, comfort

and ambience. So sit on it.
Board of Health! We pretty
much touched all bases, but
we'll spare you the minutiae
and just give you the best and
worst bathrooms. If we don't
mention it, don't get caught
with your pants down there.
Operation PotLuck tests
began at 11 a.m. (sharp!) in
the back of Anthony-Seeger
Hall. If you're hungry, get a
personal pizza out of "Hot
Choice" vending machines
conveniently located directly
outside of the bathrooms. The
men's bathroom is dank and
extremely seedy. The
Committee expected to catch
a stoner, child molester or
peeper crouching behind a
low stall door. Amateur lyricists have penned their
mantras on the walls while
using urinals. The ladies bathroom fared better. Just in case
SMAD females need to be
reminded of their gender, the
bathroom features a lovely
shade of cotton-candy pink.
While the stall doors were
low, typical of an elementary
school, the bathroom was
clean and fairly spacious, with
an open window to prevent

Worth going out of your way:
Hillcrest House.

And th
Jackso

*
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Photos By Photo Editor Alex Vessels

Graff itti Bridge
We wanted to document the
secret messages behind the
coarse bathroom inscriptions. Here's a translation:
• "He who waits, masturbates."
(Anthony-Seeger) Although the
author is in the men's bathroom alone, he doesn't believe
abstinence isn't the way to go.

auck

^o<Uy

mm
who .

• "For a good time, call
[female]" (Miller) 1 was burned
by this female, and I want her
to be inundated with many
obscene phone calls.

MAA

4

■Ms

4,

• "F©#* Theater, F#«* Me."
(Duke) I wish to change my
major.

1

• "(Pentagram)." (D-hall) Selfexplanatory, really.

^

Left: The interior of a Port-aPotty outside the side entrance
tolSAT.

bathroom three out of four undivided urinals contained stale
urine. We wanted a urinal, not a
golden shower!
What Carrier library lacks in literature, they make up for in bathrooms. A solid bathroom experience — all three floors, including
the basement, have ample room

>t and Worst,
i got it here 1st

he Squalor Award goes to ..
on Hall.

Curved counter edge, lumiand aesthetically pleasing
nescent globes and camoudesign. The crown jewel of
flaged toilet took our ambiCarrier rests in the rear of the
ence standard to the next
first floor, in a wooden section
level. Downstairs we found
of Carrier that mocks the
another hip bathroom accesmotif of a museum. But that's
sory. Resting in the Honors
fine, because the motif
bathroom was a luxury
extends to the bathroom. In
plunger, unlike
here we found
any we've ever
carved doors,
«
seen.
A transmarble walls
parent,
globed
and divides,
And whomever
handle topped
and not a loose
black rubber
paper towel in
designed the first
that appeared
sight. We even
as if it had
floor
bathrooms
of
found one satisnever taken the
fied patron
plunge.
Roop Hall crazily
peacefully
The Music
killing a few
combined the con- Building puts
chapters in the
the "c" in comladies' room.
cepts
of
a
urinal
fort. You won't
Testing was
want to stand
interrupted
and
a
bidet
into
one
up after the spebriefly by a fire
cially ass-conalarm. While
misshaped urinal
forming sculptAlex was
ed seats! Also,
invading the
that is sure to
nobody will
ladies room
know your
and capturing
have you peeped.
business
the elegance of
because the
the room on
doors to these
film, a bewilbathrooms
are
impenetrable
dered staff member risked his
by
any
sound
your
body
life to alert the Committee to
might make. But Alumni
the imminent danger —
Hall isn't as lavish as you
smoke in the building.
might think. Cheap poster art
The Commode Committee
and fake floral arrangements
made a quick escape to
don't compensate for the
Hillcrest, to see how the other
echo chambers that are the
half lives. Hillcrest, the home
Alumni bathrooms. And
of the Honors Program,
whomever designed the first
impressed even the most
floor bathrooms of R<x>p Hall
hardened members of the
crazily
combined the conteam. The sleek single se.iter
cepts
of
a urinal and a bidet
first flcxir bathroom looks like
into one misshaped urinal
a cross between an "Alice in
that is sure to have you
Wonderland" scene and a
peeped.
page from Architectural Digest

55

For all you business students who need to handle
your business in Zane
Showker, account for this:
Your bathrooms may be
modern, but they are certainly not the best. Paper
towels littering the floor,
bright and unflattering
lighting, and humdrum
design don't match the
business-casual atmosphere
the building and students
like to project.
Working out at UREC
doesn't stop at the bathroom doOr. UREC can't
spare a square. They have
installed toilet paper Nazis
that regulate how much
paper rolls off with one tug
(two squares), and it ain't
enough to work with!
see JACKSON'S page 30

Top: Travis and Seth examine the handle to the luxury
plunger found in the downstairs Hillcrest bathrooom.
Middle: A pristine toilet in
Duke. Bottom: Cheery
Orange sinks in Carrier
Library.
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Jackson's bathrooms termed 'highest level of rancor
ever witnessed' say Commode Committee members
JACKSON'S, from page 29
paper rolls off with one tug
(two squares), and it ain't
enough to work with! You'll
work up a sweat grabbing 1 ply paper. You might as well
just sit there and drip dry.
Last and most definitely
least, Wacko Jacko (a.k.a.
Jackson Hall) made us want to
hold it. The Committee recommends finding a bush before
using this abyss of urine.
Among the plethera of flaws
the team discovered were
naked light bulbs screwed into
the ceiling, mountains of paper
towels on the floor, the perpetually clogged toilet in the ladies
room, and an abandoned hairbrush on the sink. To top it all
off, the change-guzzling tampon dispenser stole 10 cents
and didn't even drop the applicator! But that was probably
for the best, because the team
then noticed a bright orange
sticker on the dispenser warning about the dangers of dioxin
in tampons.
All in all, a disgusting experience, with the highest level of

Basic men's bathroom etiquette: Leave a space between urinals.
rancor we've ever witnessed. An
utter embarrassment to the university.
Operation PotLuck, in accordance with the Commode
Committee standards, names
Hillcrest the best bathroom on
campus. The close second is
Duke Theatre bathrooms. The

Squalor Award goes to Jackson
Hall's lavatories, with AnthonySeeger following. So next time
you sit down on a dry seat, who
do you have to thank?
Operation PotLuck, that's who.
Back here at JMU holding it
down for all y'all.

Barnes Madison University
Honor Council

Ladies, beware of change-guzzling tampon machines,
like this one in Jackson Hall.

TOo© \H®&M°\ off ^fl©fl
(§X?

Do you want to be an Honor
Council Representative?

...Invites undergraduates to apply
for the position of Student Member
of the Board of Visitors

Minimum Qualifications /
• Sixty credit hours earned at James Madison University
• A 3.00 cumulative grade point average
• Currently registered for at least twelve semester hours
• Significant involvement in campus activities.

Stop by the Honor Council Office in
Wilson 113 today and pick up an
application for Student
Representatives.

| Applications are due Monday, Jan. 24
at 4 p.m. in Wilson 113.

Interested students may obtain an application in the
Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs, Alumnae Hall 208.
(Applications must be returned in person by 5 p.m., Friday, February 11, 2000.)
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MACRoCk 2000 under construction
Music from far and away
to invade Harrisonburg
I0ANIE CLARK
^contributing writer
Preparations for Mid-Atlantic
College Radio Conference 2000
are underway. In four months,
Harrisonburg will be the stage
for about 100 bands nationwide,
while more than a thousand
punk rockers, hippies, hip hop
fans and jazz lovers roam the
streets in search of music hidden
to the mainstream world.
MACRoCk, sponsored by
JMU's student-run radio station
WXJM, will take place on campus
and around Harrisonburg during
the weekend of April 7-8. WXJM
will continue to take band applications through Jan. 27.
MACRoCk 2000 is expected to
be bigger and more diverse than
previous years. Musicians are
coming from as far as California
and Canada.
After doubling in size last
year, the staff expects MACRoCk
2000 to continue growing, as well
as feature a larger array of music
styles. Jazz, hip hop, Americana
folk, RPM, heavy metal, and
indie pop groups will perform.
But with the rise of punk
rock dominating the music
scene, punk will also dominate
the conference. "The general
trend this year has shifted to
punk and harder edge," said
MACRoCk coordinator senior
Laurel Deppen.
According to WXJM's philosophy, "The Mid-Atlantic
College Radio Conference is the
annual celebration of college
radio and the independent
music community."
By taking hundreds of band
applications in addition to the
numerous paid bands from
around the country, WXJM
unites many independent record
labels like Mammoth, Lovitt and
Doghouse with undiscovered talent in hopes of helping the musicians sign with the labels.
Assistant MACRoCk coordinator junior Meg Ruane said
allowing local bands to get expo-

sure was the main purpose for
the conference. In addition,
band participants go home
with left over money from
ticket sales after operation
costs are paid.
Deppen said, "All the money
we make, we turn around and
give it right back to the bands."
Musicians interested in being a
part of MACRoCk must submit a
demo CD to the station located in
MSC 6801 Anthony Seeger Hall,
near the front door of the building
before Jan 27. The application is
free and can be done by printing a
registration form from the Web site
www.jmu.edu/wxjm/macrock or emailing MACRoCk200(ffliotmail.com
and requesting a form.
The selection process is done
by five to six WXJM staff members and is, for the most part,
unanimous. After Deppen plays
a CD while concealing the band
name, the selection crew eliminates bands through a series of
rounds. Those bands not chosen
for the conference will be allotted
air time on the station to give
them exposure.
Deppen said that despite
speculations in the past that
questioned the objectivity of the
selection process, she strives to
eliminate politics and biases from
the process.
"It's just difficult because
there are so many local bands,
and we have to judge them the
same as one from California that
we don't know," she said. "It
hurts when people get mad
because you do want people to
be happy."
There are a great deal of
expenses that go into putting on a
conference as big as MACRoCk.
The more bands there are, the
greater the expenses.
"Business wise, if I could get
away with it I would accept all
applications," Deppen said.
MACRoCk attendants can
either buy a badge that allows
access to every show during the
weekend or individual tickets to
specific shows. Badges are $20
until March 24, and $30 after.

MttOOl
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Musicians interested in being a
part of MACRoCk must submit a demo
CD to the station, located in Anthony
Seeger Hall, near the front door of the
building, before January 27. The
application is free, and can be done by
printing a registration from the Web site
www.jmu.edu/wxjm/macrock or by
sending an e-mail to
MACRoCk2000@hotmail.com and
requesting a form.
en
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Sfojle Reeks
Spring 2000

I

<I>tud(zntOrganizationNight

January IS, 2000
Convocation C^nt^r
7-9 PM
Come on out to the Convocation Center on Tuesday, January 18.
Student Organization Night is an evening where clubs come
together to promote their organization. It's the best possible
way to become an involved person at JMU!
Snow Date is Wednesday, 19th

Come Down f:,
ive
ntei tainment

Crab>egs Nite $7.99 lb.
Tuesday Night and
Sunday Night

Oysters $3/ doz.

Wednesday 19th

Raw/ Steamed Only
Wednesday Night
after 4 p.m.

Todd Schlabach
10p.m.

Clam Nite $7.95 doz.

Friday 21st

Raw/ Steamed Only
Thursday Night
after 4 p.m.

Daily Planet
10p.m.

Saturday 22nd

Buffalo Wings $3/ doz.

Puddle Duck
10p.m.

Mild, Med, Hot, or Hellfire

inday Brunch

11a.m.-3p.m.

25$ wings
everyday

a

Formerly Awful Arthurs
Same Owner/New Name
30 W. Water St. Harrisonburg
7 Days a Week, 11 a.m.-2am

433-9874

SEAFOOD BAR

& GRILL

'®mBsmim^HMwM

Granny Longkgs
Has All Your Formal Wear Needs!

50% Off

All
Also CM Out Our Great Prices On:

Wedding Dresses
bridesmaid Dresses
torn Dresses

Jeans - Slack - Shirts
Coats - Shoes - Suits
Skirts - Jackets - & More!

Conveniently Located
on Court Square ~ Downtown
Next to Jess' Lunch

Open 9-4:30 Mon - Sat

The Brew
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Couple two-steps to the top
Psychology professor, wife win big this month at the
Worlds 2000 Country Western Dance Championships
Those styles don't sound like
country western dancing, but they
are. "Listen to a number of country
It's hard to picture professors havsongs," Harris said, "and there are
a number with the cha rhythm or a
ling lives outside of JMU's lecture
waltz rhythm."
halls. But they do have families and
Each style has a different
I hobbies, too.
amount of beats per minute, Harris
One psychology professor loves
said. The two-step has up to 190, cha
j dancing and combines that love with
is up to 108, waltz is up to 98 and the
! his love for his wife.
East Coast swing contains about 150
"It is the microcosm of the dynambeats a minute.
ics of relationship building," Charles
"My responsibility is to recogsaid about dancing.
; Harris
nize that beat on one, initiate and
"Competitive dancing tests that relagive clear leads," Harris said.
I tionship, and we passed the test."
Among UCWDC's 27 pages of
Harris and his wife, Karen, twodo's and don'ts for costuming and
stepped, chaed, waltzed and East
dance executions, is the rule that
Coast swung to the top of the World's
couples may not talk while on the
2000 Country Western Dance
dance floor.
Championships earlier this month. The
Karen said she can tell where
couple finished seventh overall and
her husband will lead her. "I usually
[placed third in the Classic Diamond
know by facial expressions," she
I Novice division for the two-step.
said. "I'll see it in his eyes."
"Third best in the world," Harris
Karen responded well to
I said in his Johnston Hall office while
his leads.
showing off a plaque that has their
"My role is to present Karen to
picture on it. "Isn't that a blast?"
the audience — I frame her, she's the
More than 5,000 competitors from
figure and I'm the ground," Harris
around the world traveled to
explained
while looking at their picNashville, Term., to take part in "the
ture on the plaque. "If I do my job
Olympics of country western dancwell, people come up to Karen and
ing" sponsored by the United
say, 'I love watching you dance.'
Country Western Dance Council
They
never say that to me. It means
(UCWDC), Harris said.
I'm
doing
my job well."
To qualify for the competition,
Indeed,
they both did their job
couples must first place in the top
well. By 7:30 p.m., UCWDC recogfive at three regional tournaments.
nized that and named the Harrises
The Harrises placed in the top five at
seventh overall in their division and
four such competitions in their divithird for the two-step.
sion — second overall in
"We're good but we're still
Williamsburg, third overall in
learning," Harris said. The couple
Harrisburg, Pa., fifth overall in
will continue to meet with their two
Nashville, Tenn., and first place in
dance coaches about twice a month.
all four dance categories in
The first regional competition they
Baltimore, Md.
will take part in to prepare them for
"It's a sport. You have to be adaptnext year's world championship is
able and you have to be able to comthe Atlantic Seashore Dance Fair in
municate," Harris said. "It takes a
Williamsburg in the beginning of
strong relationship to survive comPHOTO COURTESY OF CHARLES HARRIS February.
petitive dancing."
For Harris, his love of dancing
Not only does it take a strong rela- Charles Harris, professor of psychology, and his wife Karen are pictured in their waltz
took
off when he and some coltionship, but it also takes stamina. At costumes that they wore while competing In the Worlds 2000 Country Western Dance
leagues
took ballroom dance classes
7 a.m. on Jan. 7, they were among 63 Championships earlier this month.
for
awhile,
however, there weren't
couples competing in the Classic
enough
opportunities
in
the
area
to
get down.
By 3 p.m., they were among the top 12 couDiamond Novice division, the categoSo
in
1991,
he
decided
to
try
a
new style — country
ples
who
made
it
to
the
finals
—
and
they
made
ry based on the lady's age as well as indicating that they
western
dancing.
The
Roundup,
a
country
western dance
it
to
the
finals
in
all
four
of
their
dances.
received the music a half hour before they got on the floor
club,
no
longer
open
in
Harrisonburg,
provided
many
Couples
competed
in
four
dance
styles.
Everyone
was
(showcase is the other classification, which means contenders have six months to prepare their routine with required to waltz and two-step. Couples had a choice chances to get on the floor.
Five years later, Harris attended his first competition
given music.)
between the cha, which has a Latin beat, or the polka and
as
a
spectator and thought he could probably do it.
"If you're a dancer, they give you a song and you either the East Coast or West Coast swing. The Harrises
The
Harrises have danced competitively for two years.
dance to it," Harris said.
did cha and the East Coast swing.
[ENNY STROMANN
\ style editor
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IF YOUR DATE'S IDEA OF A ROMANTIC DINNER ISN'T DRIVE-THRU,
OUR APARTMENTS OFFER FULL SIZE KITCHENS.

Each Furnished Luxury
Apartment Comes With:
OFFICE HOURS
Mon. - Fri. 9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sun. 12 p.m.-4 p.m.
1068 N Lois Lane

432-0600
Visit our website
www.lbjlimited.com

•Double Beds in each room
•Full size Washer & Dryer
•Telephone & Cable
hookups in each bedroom
& living room
•High speed internet access

•Oversized Closets
•Built-in microwave oven
•Garbage disposal
•Full size Dishwasher
•Bus Service
• RSVP Resident Placement
Program

Stov by T'fie Commons, South View and Stone Qate ^entai
Office, or caii 432-0600> and make a move to Cuxuryl "
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One more Dukes beat Patriots, 65-53
game, one Team effort lifts women's basketball team past CAA-rival
more win l

recent play, but focused on the task at
hand, only worrying about the game
being played.
Knowing Friday night's game was a
Friday night's women's basketball conAs the JMU women's basketball team test against George Mason proved to be a conference match-up made it that much
gathered at center court, their faces victorious conference game for Coach Bud more exciting and seemed to pump up the
adorned with smiles, to celebrate their lat- Childers and his Dukes. Outstanding efforts Dukes even more.
While the beauty of what the Dukes
est victory — a win over CAA-member off the bench, as well as the usual veteran
George Mason — on Friday night, I could- leadership from the starting five, were can and do accomplish on the court lies in
the fact that they truly play a team game,
enough to dominate the Patriots, 65-53.
n't help but think of the'96 Yankees.
The Yankees of that year weren't supThe Dukes played full force for 40 min- individual standouts in this game helped
posed to win the World Series. There were utes, gaining the lead a minute and a half give them the edge over the competition
that they needed.
no superstars on that team. Believe it or into play, and never losing control.
Price came off the bench with aggresA frustrated George Mason team could
not, they were underdogs. And they had a
slogan: "We play today, we win today. not answer each JMU basket quick sive play and led the Dukes with 11
enough, thus causing the Patriots to slip points. She was the difference in the secThat's it."
The motto was created by second base- behind, lose confidence and never recover. ond half, and her step:up-and-take-conThe Dukes (9-5) relied on defensive trol attitude was a crowd-pleaser to all in
man Mariano Duncan, who embodied the
spirit of those six little words perhaps bet- improvements and consistent rebounding the Convo.
Running a triangle-and-two defense,
to gain the advantage they needed to comter than any other player.
the
Dukes tried to cut off Mason's forceful
I don't think 1 ever saw Duncan with- plete the victory.
ROBERT NATT/wmor photographer
The Dukes out rebounded the Patriots Jen Surlas and Trish Halpin. The two comout a smile on his face. And the attitude
spread. It seemed as if each game had a 53-31, with freshmen Jess Chicowitz and bined had most of the points for the Freshman forward Shanna Price scored
Shanna Price setting career highs, with Patriots (5-8), but were held back in other 11 points against the Patriots.
different hero.
And the result was a team of great sto- seven a piece. Fellow freshmen Nadine aspects of their game.
Able to cut the margin to three lead. Back-to-back jump shots by sophories and great characters — and a champi- Morgan and Molly Williams had eight
halfway
through the second half, the more Hollee Franklin and junior Mandy
and
six
rebounds,
respectively.
onship ring.
Coming off a disturbing loss last Patriots began to threaten the Dukes with White gave the Dukes an eight-point
advantage and more breathing room.
Sunday at Richmond, JMU responded their newfound energy.
Shortly thereafter, Price had her run of
This,
however,
was
when
the
experiwell and made up for mistakes made in
six
points by nailing jumpers and grabenced
Dukes
pulled
together
and
used
the game against the Spiders. Childers
said the team didn't focus entirely on teamwork to gain back their comfortable bing her rebounds for the quick put backs
when necessary.
"At halftime, we refocused and came
back out strong," Childers said. "I thought
we had three outstanding efforts off the
bench; Shanna [Price] was just tremendous in that second half spurt. I thought
Now, the JMU Dukes aren't always the
[junior] Stacey Todd was tremendous
prettiest thing too watch. They are young,
again
tonight, and I thought [sophomore]
and they make their share of mistakes.
Katie
Hardbarger
had tremendous energy
And with Old Dominion in the same conout
there.
They
knew
their roles and came
ference, JMU is going to have a tough time
to
play."
winning a trip to the NCAA tournament.
There to make the tough baskets and
But, on Friday, like most other game
key
plays as usual was White, who
nights, that didn't seem to matter.
Childers
said seemed to be the strong
Mandy White continued to dive across
point
of
the
game.
the floor in pursuit of loose balls, Hollee
He
said
this JMU team is not comFranklin continued to swat away attemptposed
of
individual
stars but rather 11
ed shots, Stacey Todd continued to fight
team
players.
But
Childers
also said he
for rebounds and Molly Williams contincan
rely
on
White
to
be
there
when the
ued to cheer for her teammates with all
timing
is
important.
her heart. White also got a little fancy,
"Shanna was great," White commentdishing off two no-look passes to Allyson
ed after the game. "She fired everybody
Keener, who was happy to finish off the
up. We needed that boost of. energy, and
plays for a couple more baskets.
she gave that to us."
But the Mariano Duncan of the night
Price said she really didn't think about
was Shanna Price who scored 11 points
her second-half performance. "I knew that
and seemed to be all over the court and
the team needed some type of lift," she
received a standing ovation from the
said. "Coach always says you need to
Convo crowd when she went to the bench
have energy out there when you get the
for a breather.
opportunity to play, so 1 was ready."
The Dukes are now 9-6 overall (and 8-1
With their,second conference win
at home). That's not bad for a team that
under their belt, the Dukes headed to
was picked to finish somewhere in the
Norfolk to face the Monarchs of Old
middle of the CAA.
Dominion yesterday afternoon, beginning
But, the way they are winning these
their 13-^ame streak of conference play.
games makes the story even better.
The Dukes fell to the 22nd-ranked
Like those '96 Yanks, there are no
Monarchs, 74-57.
superstars.
Price scored a team-high 17 points for
They are just a bunch of people who
the Dukes on 7-13 shooting. White added
enjoy doing what they do. Just a bunch of
llpoirtfs.
people trying to contribute. Just a bunch of
ODU's Hamchetou Maiga led all scorpeople smiling after the game.
ers with 22 points. Lucienne Berthieu had
ROBERT NKTTIsemor photographer 19 points for the Monarchs.
Mike G. is a senior SMAD and history
The Dukes travel to VCU on Friday for
JMU
Junior
guard
Mandy
White
had
11
points
against
Old
Dominion yesterday. The
major. He recently tried out for a role on the
a 7 p.m. game.
Dukes
beat
George
Mason
on
Friday,
but
fell
to
ODU
yesterday.
Sopranos but didn't make the cut.
ELLY GILLESPIE
staff writer
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ds manager wanted.

TriElteEEzE IS LOOKING
FOR A NEW EDITOR
THE TOUGHEST JOB YOU'LL EVER LOVE;
(MAYBE)

Contact Courtney @_x 6127
for more detail .

A non-violent personality is a plus but not a requirement.
ford detailed job
description
contact Courtnex

Show 'em you care

STAMPEDE!!!!

Look what just flew into town...

19/'
SEND A PAT

Introducing

BUFFALO WILD WING!

LESS CRIME IS
NO OCCIDENT

^* GRILL & BAR *^

It takes you — and programs that work!
Call 1 800-WE PREVENT.
and we'll send you a free booklet
on how you can support programs
in your community that Keep kids
away from crime and crime away
from kids.
PREVENT

Tue. 251 wings
Wed. 50*"
Hours
Monday-Sunday
11-12

Located on South Main St.
across from the Quad.

CHIME*-

iBreeze
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etmmmiU} for m 73 ytars.

Featuring: NTN Trivia

31 TVs including Big Screens
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Webb leads fencers past Hollins, 21-6
JMU foil team goes undefeated at 9-0 as Dukes pick up first victory of season
senior sabre Aphroditi Gouvousis fell to Hollins' Gwynna
Smith in her bout 5-2.
However, JMU was able to roll off
nine straight bouts following the
loss and never looked back from
there. Webb said she felt that the
win was a total team effort that
involved everyone.

nents 5-1 and 5-2. Roberts was
also able to go 2-0, winning her
bouts 5-0 and 5-4.
The JMU women's fencing
Schwartz said she felt that
team was able to tally its first
the strong showing by JMU
win of the season on Sunday
over Hollins was nothing out of
with a 21-6 blowout over Hollins
the ordinary.
University.
"As a whole, I felt that we
Leading the way for the
were a lot stronger and more
Dukes were senior captain __
_ experienced than Hollins
Laura Webb and sophoand I expected us to win,"
Schwartz said. "The sabre
more Aiiison Schwartz. On
There were no real
the foil (the lightest of the
squad was up in the air
going in though, considering
three blades) Webb was standout performances
untouched, winning all
that sabres have only just
been allowed in women's
three of her bouts 5-0, 5-0 faddy, dtld VTYl real
and 5-0. Schwartz, on the
NCAA competition for the
>f
past two years. 1 do have the
sabre (the heaviest of the rprOlld of everybody.
three blades used) defeated
*
most experience of the
Paul Campbell sabres, and our squad is getthe two opponents she
JMU fencing coach ting better with the
faced 5-1 and 5-3, and won
a third bout by default to
improved performances of
go 3-0 on the day.
"I felt that our strong points (junior) Aphroditi Gouvousis
Coach Paul Campbell said were definitely our cohesiveness and [sophomore] Kelly Scott, but
that he felt the foil team going 9- today," Webb said. "Everyone every bout and every competi0 was a big part of the victory paid good attention to all three tion is still very unknown."
over Hollins.
of the weapons today. The foils
The Dukes next match will be
"I think setting out, the foils did especially well, going unde- on Jan. 22 -23 when the team
travels to Northwestern Univerwith nine wins and no losses, we feated at 9-0."
For the epees (the middle sity for a 12-team tournament in
were able to make sure that
everybody fenced," Campbell blade of the three), strong show- Chicago.
Coach Campbell said he was
said. "There were no real stand- ings by juniors Vicki Karousos
out performances today, and I'm and Kim Roberts helped them to going to have his team go
a 6-3 mark.
through some special training in
real proud of everybody."
For the match, Hollins
Karousos went 2-0 on the
see FENCING page 47
grabbed an early 1-0 lead when day, defeating her two oppo-

D

AN BOWMAN
staff writer

STEVE GL\SSIsenior photographer

The JMU fencing team won its first match of the season over
Hollins University yesterday. The Dukes record stands at 1-6.

Karousos continues
family's winning ways
until she reached high school. "I
was able to understand the sport
more when I got to high school,"
Vicki Karousos is making a Karousos said. "I had to practice
name for herself in the fencing privately at clubs, though,
world. The junior from Vienna, because there were no fencing
Va., is 14-12 and looking to recap- clubs at my school."
Karousos also said competiture the form that put her in the
tions were difficult because most
top 10 at regionals last season.
The winning seems to run in of her practicing was done
the family, as Karousos credits against male fencers.
"The club didn't have a lot of
her father's fencing in college as
what got her started. "My dad women fencers, so I had to pracwas an Ail-American when he tice against guys all the time,"
was in college at CCNY [City said Karousos. "The techniques
College of New York]," Karousos between men and women are
said. "At one point he was as very different, so it was always
an adjustment at competitions."
good as second in the nation."
However, if it wasn't for fencKarousos names her father as
ing,
Karousos might not even be
the biggest inspiration for her
at JMU today.
fencing career.
"I got involved with JMU
"My father has been my
biggest inspiration since I was because they were able to suplittle," Karousos said. "He used port my love for fencing,"
to just pull out the old equip- Karousos said. "My parents
ment and make me fence with actually wanted me to stay closhim. But he is a good man and a er to home, and at first they
patient man and has stuck with thought that JMU would be too
me throughout my college far away, but eventually I was
career. He flies out to all of my able to convince them to let me
competitions no matter how come here."
Coming to JMU, Karousos
busy he is and that really means
immediately noticed the differa lot."
Karousos said she didn't seri- ences between college fencing and
ously get involved with fencing private fencing. She pointed out

Jl

STEVE GL\SSIsemor photographer

The JMU foil team went 9-0 to help the Dukes pick up their first
victory of the season yesterday.

AN BOWMAN
staff writer

the differences between her private coach as well as JMU fencing
coach Paul Campbell.
"At JMU, I noticed that fencing is a very team oriented sport,
whereas at home fencing was
more individual," Karousos
said. "My private coach was
more focused on me as an individual fencer, and the practices
were much more intense
because of my drive to always
do better for my coach. Here, the
coach is more focused on the
team and most of the competitions are for team points, so I'm
able to compete against different
styles in practice. It's just more of
a laid back style here, and it's
more fun and worthwhile."
Karousos said that her
biggest challenge so far was definitely getting through last season and competing in the
regional tournament.
"Last season was a big
adjustment for me because I was
switched from using the foil to
using the epee," Karousos said.
"The biggest challenge of my
career was probably regionals
last year. 1 made it to the top 10
last season, and once you get
see KAROUSOS page 47
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WANT TO INCREASE BUSINESS IN THE NEW Ml LLENNIUM?

ADVERTISE IN THE BREEZE
Return this copy to:
The Breeze
Anthony-Seeger Hall
James Madison Unversity
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

SUMMER

subscribe to
the

reeze

STUDV ABROAD

Name:

FAIR!!

Address:

EDO

City:
State:

o

Zip:

■

Alumni:

.y« □

no

Parent:
no

yes

□
□

1 am - 2 pofflo Monday, Jamsaury 24
Belgium, Ecuador, England, France, Ghana,
Guatemala, Honduras, Israel, Italy, Malta, Mexico
Scotland, Spain, Switzerland, Wales

Subscription:
first class $75

|

|

bulk mall $30

PLAN NOW FOR YOUR SUMMER ABROAD!!
For more information, contact the...
JMU Office of International Programs, Hillcrest East
568-6419, international@jmu.edu, www.jmu.edu/international

Payments may be made by clieck or
money orders. Payments must be received
before siibsciption begins. Make checks payable
to The Breeze.
*••
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Swim teams split with Virginia Tech
Von Ohlen leads men to 141-102 victory; women's squad falls to 6-4 after 143-94 loss
AN BOWMAN
staff writer

1

The Sugar Bowl loss to Florida St. wasn't the only sporting
event for the Virginia Tech
Hokies to be disappointed
about over the past couple of
weeks. The JMU men's swimming and diving team was able
to even their record to 4-4 with
a 141-102 victory over the Hokies on Saturday afternoon, led
by senior captain Will Von
Ohlen's clutch victory in the
200-breaststroke. The women's
team fell to Tech 143-94 on Saturday afternoon, dropping to 64 on the season.
"I was pleased with the results
our team produced," Coach
Brooks Teal said. "Our freestylers
were able to place one, two and
three in all of their events, and our
freshmen really came through
when we needed them."
The Dukes got off to a good
start with a victory in the men's
400-relay medley. The team of
senior Jason Wiedersum, junior
Brendan Grant, sophomore Matt
Keaney, and freshman Adam
Gustafson were able to win the
relay with a time of 3:29.92. Individually, Gustafson was able to
capture the 100-yard freestyle in

PATRICK HOKSVIstaff photographer

The JMU men's swimming and diving team defeated Virginia Tech on Saturday, 141-102. The
Dukes' record is now 4-4. The women's team fell to the Hokies, 143-94.
47.68. Sophomore Tommy
Quimby was able to win in the
200-yard freestyle in 1:44.45, and
also placed third in the 500-yard

freestyle with a time of 4:48.20.
Two other key freshmen contributors were Brendan Cartin
and Mike Nicholas. Cartin was

victorious in both the 1000-yard
freestyle with a time of 9:41.22,
and the 500-yard freestyle with a
time of 4:42.13. Nicholas was

able to win the 50-yard freestyle
in 21.70.
Teal also mentioned Von
Ohlen as a major reason for the
Dukes' victory on Saturday.
"When the meet was still in
question, Will stepped it up,"
Teal said. "They could've forced
it down to the wire, but he was
able to come through for us."
Von Ohlen was able to win
the 200-breaststroke with a time
of 2:09.64, and was also part of
the 400-relay medley team that
placed third.
Von Ohlen said that he
thought getting off to a good
start was important for the
team's confidence in the meet.
"Getting the momentum was
a big part of the meet for us,"
Von Ohlen said. "It placed us in
the right mind set to win. As for
my race, I realized that Tech's
breaststroker was strong, so I
had to step it up, and was able to
get my best time of the season."
Teal said that he thought the
entire team swam a good meet,
especially considering that it had
just come off a meet the previous
night. "I thought we swam good
across the board," Teal said. "It
was a positive sign that the team
see SWIMMERS page 49
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America Reads
You can make a difference in the lives of elementary school
students in Harrisonburg and Rockingham County!
Are you interested in tutoring Elementary
School students in Reading?
If YES, a wonderful job opportunity awaits you with
Community Service-Learning!
If you are eligible for Federal Work Study, you can earn $7/hour by tutoring
students for up to 10 hours per week.

If you are interested in getting involved, visit
Community Service-Learning
Wilson Hall Room 201

Little Caesais
January I8TII, TUESDAY
lum-IOpm

BIG! BIG!

Qcu*
** Exploring housing options?
*+ Signed a lease but have
questions?
i* Need information about phone,
utilities, or UDAP?

WED. JAN. 19
&

THUR. JAN. 20
10:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m,
TAYLOR 202

12" Cheese or
Pepperoni Pizza

$2.99
C«lyOut Only
PHJVIIR

Thank You!
Thank You!

QweaujaAfi, yood people, & the
lUfkt iHj)M4Wit404i. What mote
could ij&u GAJZ JJO*?
Visit with local complexes &
utility companies.

CUSTOMER APPRECIATION DAY

$2.99

ampus

NO PHONE TAIJ-S innwmwniMiw
NO DELIVERIES ON THIS sriXIHC DAY
■ Mill RVOI 111 OR MORI HTM I AITWIIAVS AIIFAIl

James Madison University
«ww.imu.«Iu/o1lcampli»
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Midshipmen down wrestling Dukes, 21-15
Pins by Coyle and Hockman not enough to propel JMU to victory in first dual meet

H

IKE GESARIO
sports editor

The JMU wrestling team
came up a little short in its quest
to defeat a nationally recognized
program, as the U.S. Naval
Academy secured a 21-15 victory over the Dukes with a win in
the final match of the evening
Saturday in Godwin Hall.
Navy, which defeated the
University of Virginia earlier in
the afternoon, improved to 5-1 in
dual meets. Its lone loss was to
25th-ranked Penn State.
The match was the Dukes'
first dual meet of the season.
"We had to wrestle a mistakefree match to win it. Navy has
good athletes and good, solid
wrestlers and they all have good
technique," JMU Coach Jeff
"Peanut" Bowyer said. "We've
built the program to the point
where we are close [to beating
teams like Navy], but we aren't
going to take the next step until
we win these close matches."
JMU won just three of the 10
matches, but was able to stay
within reaching distance of the
Midshipmen because of pins by
senior Mike Coyle and junior
D.J. Hockman.
Coyle started the night with a

victory over senior Zane Shekel
at 5 minutes 56 seconds of the
133-pound bout. Hockman
scored a fall over freshman Steve
Kovach 25 seconds into their
heavyweight matchup.
The only other JMU victory
of the night was recorded by
sophomore Seth Cameron.
Cameron, named the Most Outstanding Wrestler at the
Millersville Tournament last
weekend, defeated senior James
Griffin, 12-5, at 165 pounds.
Cameron is now tied with senior
Dave Vollmer for most wins on
the team this year with 14.
"Seth's doing great," Coyle
said. "He's wrestling really well.
He's stepping up. That's what we
need from a few other people."
While the Midshipmen were
victorious in seven matches, a
number of those bouts could
have gone either way. Vollmer
lost his 141-pound match up by
one point and 174-pound junior
Nathan Rickman and 197-pound
senior Elliot Williams both lost
their matches by two points.
"Navy is very technical. Obviously they know how to wrestle a
match. They are a good team that
is nationally known," Coyle said.
"We didn't wrestle that bad. A lot
of the matches were close. If the

ALEX VESSELS/p/w/o editor

Sophomore Seth Cameron takes on James Griffin in wrestling action. Cameron defeated Griffin 12-5
in the 165-pound match. The Dukes fell to Navy, however, 21-15.

match was held tomorrow night,
we might win. Wrestling is a
weird sport. There's a lot of luck
in this sport."
JMU also caught a bad break
at 149 pounds, where senior Jim

Dutrow was in control of sophomore Mark Conley after receiving points for a near fall, but official Tom Gaylin stopped the
bout because of an injury to Conley, meaning the match had to

JANUARY
CLIMBING SCHOOL
Jan. 18&20, 6-9 pm

Cost: $8 off of FLEX

KAYAK ROLLING
Jan. 18, 7-9 pm
TRIP PLANNING CLINIC
Jan. 19, 7-9 pm

Learn to roll a kayak in
the UREC pool. '

FIRST AID CLASS
Jan. 19, 6-9 pm

An American Red Cross
Certification! Cost: $25
Register by Jan. 18

INTRAMURAL BOWLING
(M) (W) (C)

Entries due: Jan. 17 - 20
Play Dates: Jan. 25 - Mar. 2
Mgr. Meeting: Jan. 24, 5 pm

FITNESS INSTRUCTOR
TRAINING PROGRAM
INFO SESSION
Jan. 19, 4 pm
MEN'S HEALTH
INFO TABLE
Jan. 19, 4-7 pm
SWING AND SALSA
(two separate classes)
Jan. 21 - Apr. 21
Swing: 3-4 pm
Salsa: 4:15 - 5:15 pm
Classes meet first and third
friday each month.

Learn about the program
that trains you to work in
the UREC fitness center.

resume with both wrestlers at
the center of the mat. Dutrow
took a 6-4 lead in the second
period, but was unable to regain
see WRESTLERS page 49

2QOO

Register by Jan. 19

Learn more about how
males can live a
healthy life!
Leam some funky dance
moves and show off to
your friends! Cost: $25
for each class.
FO

Don't be a
couch potato!
Health, fitness,
adrenaline, fun...

*..y.9P£JtH*;9 .£ALL 568-8700 OR VISIT WWW.JMU.EDU/RECREATION
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a textbook

We

mple of
why the Internet
is s handy.
We realize we don't hoyej

* your time explaining *m virtues of +e tnlenTrit left j^ say ifa ori

Vorsityfiooks.com we\e nfl
also receive f\em in just arm

as* of it Not only can you save upto40%on)«our lexAw^, btrfyoul
Ai on a Web site tWs completely retook ond secuire.

What more do you need to know?

SAVE UP TO 40% ON TEXTBOw«-.
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JMU's Top 50 Athletes
JMU's Top 50 Athletes
More than 20 former JMU
men's soccer players have gone
on to play professionally, the
latest being Kevin Knight
(1995-'98) of the New
York/New Jersey Metrostare.
Another former JMU soccer
player, Scott Norwood, gained
fame as the place kicker for the
NFL's Buffalo Bilk
This issue our countdown
continues as we highlight two
of the men's soccer program's
standout performers, former
All-American Patrick McSorley
and former CAA Player of the
Year Brent Bennett.
The two most prolific goal
scorers in JMU men's soccer
history, McSorley and Bennett
combined for 83 goals and 202
points and helped the Dukes
win 90 games in five seasons.
The Top 50
Sydney Beasley
Linton Townes
Floretta Jackson
Sherman Dillard
Patrick McSorley
Brent Bennett

Patrick McSorley
JMU soccer coach Tom Martin
called midfielder Patrick McSorley the "best pure goal scorer"
he's had at JMU.
Playing from 1992-'95, McSorley scored 42 goals for the Dukes,
the most in school history. His
103 career points is also tops on
JMU's all-time list.
McSorley also set a JMU
record in 1995 by scoring at least
one point in eight straight games.
He finished that season tied for
11th place in the region with 30
points and was named JMU's
Most Valuable Offensive Player.
With McSorley's help, the
men's soccer team compiled a
record of 73-14-6 in four seasons.
The 1994 version of the Dukes
won 20 games, the most in the
program's history.
The team reached the NCAA
tournament in each of McSorley's
four years. Twice, in 1994 and
1995, the Dukes advanced to the
second-round of the tournament.
JMU also put together a streak
of 23 straight CAA games without a loss during McSorley's stay.
The streak began in October 1992
and continued to November
1994, when JMU was shut out by

Mon.-Sat. 11-8 p.m.
Call for directions.

433-5550

t-shlrts
low prices
special orders

Patrick McSorley

Old Dominion. McSorley was on
three CAA championship teams.
A Soccer News All-America
honorable mention pick, a
NSCAA third-team All-American, and an All-South Region
first-team selection in his final
collegiate season, McSorley was
drafted by the A-League Colorado Foxes in 19%.
He has since played for several professional teams, including
the Hershey Wildcats and the
USL Division m Roanoke Wrath.

Brent Bennett
A native of Arima, Trinidad,
forward Brent Bennett joined the
Dukes in 1991. Three years later
he became the program's all-time
leading goal scorer, a record that
would be eclipsed by McSorley
the following season.
In 81 career games Bennett
found the back of the net 41 times
and scored 99 points, which is
third all-time at JMU, behind
McSorley and Geoff Honeysett
(1994-'97). McSorley and Honeysett, however, played in seven
more games than Bennett.
JMU went 73-12-4 from 1991'94 and reached the NCAA tournament in Bennett's last three
seasons. The Dukes' 1994 NCAA
tournament quarterfinal game at
UVa. drew a then state-record
7,807 fans.
Bennett was a second-team
NSCAA All-American in 1993
and a first-team member in 1994.
He was an All-South first-team
selection in 1993 and 1994 and
Soccer News named him a thirdteam All-American in 1994.
The CAA selected Bennett to
its all-conference team three
times, first as a second-team
selection in 1992 and then as a

Photos courtesy of Sports Media Relations

Brent Bennett

first-team member in 1993 and
1994. In 1993, when he ranked
eighth in the region in scoring
with 31 points (13 goals, five
assists), he was named the CAA's
Player of the Year. The Dukes put
together a streak of 17 games
without a loss and finished the
1993 season at 19-2-1.
Bennett later competed in the
United Soccer League.

20 W. Water St.,
Harrisonburg

gift certificates
blank tapes A
magazines
LPS

If you need it, you can
find it at

US

Wed like to take
this opportunity to
urge you to took at
a different ad
Find the out of place, disturbing orjust plain weird ad in today's classified section and
youll get a big student discount every Wednesday and Friday at Massanutten Resort.
Of course, if youd rather just get right to the skiing snowboarding and snow tubing
(or if you have something better to do, like take care of that laundry thats
been piling up since fall break), call 289-4954 and well give you the discount anyway
But try to check out the classifieds, too Our writer could really use the ego boost.

Virginia's Four Season Mountain Resort
Call 289-4954 • www.massresort.com
P.O. Box 1227 Harrisonburg, VA 22801
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Virginia Governor's Fellows Program
Summer 2000
Purpose
The Governor's Fellows Program offers a select group of talented and highly
motivated young people valuable firsthand experience in the process of state
government. The summer of 2000 will mark the nintheenth year of this
program, created in 1982.

Bo D\\)D\%nme Oakm uncle Harjcu
> C<?OBT<?«
Junior

Waklo

J

Packard

-r\Y\f\

BUFFALO BOO S U n Sttl III e

Eligibility

Applicants must be graduating seniors or enrolled as degree candidates in a
graduate or professional school. Applicants must either be enrolled in a
Virginia College or University (public or private) or if enrolled in an out-ofstate institution, be a Virginia resident. Selection of Fellows will be based on
merit, without regard to race, sex, national origin, religion, age, disability or
political affiliation.

pubble* Dr.c0WQTson
PET€ TH£ PtfBnctfgr
;,

Duration of Fellowship
Fellows must commit to work full-time in the Governor's Office for at least
two months. Fellowship will begin Thursday, May 25, 2000 and conclude on
Friday, July 21, 2000.
Deadline
Applications must be postmarked by February 18. 2000.
Interested students may pick up applications in the Office of the Vice
President for Student Affairs, Alumnae Hall, Room 208. Applications are
also available for printing at http://mvw.state.va.us/governor/fellows.htm

Inenriettc
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FFICER KENNEH1P0—* py|e Eiffel Tower

60 West Water St.

turn in your two
weeks at that
low paying
off-campus job!
apply at
gibbons
hall,
entrance

434-7647

BBONS
HALL m

good
proud to present...

$6 . 74 HOUR*
starting wage!
c^7 on
PER
9 / • JZ
HOUR*
promotional wage!

today!
or call
568-3622 ILTM

,y:v::

more than half of
the positions are
promotional!

JMU Dining Services is an equal opportunity employer.
* New wage includes .50 bonus paid out at the conclusion of the semester. Employee must work a
minimum of 100 hours and through all scheduled shifts of finals week to qualify for bonus. For more
information and clarification, stop by and see any JMU Dining Services student manager.
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NFL looking for a prayer for less parity
League raises mediocrity to art form this season with more action at Pop Warner games
Hail Mary. I'm talking about arm went. Jacksonville is boring else — the AFC East was the
the lovely lady upstairs, not the and Tennessee is riding high ONLY division not to have a lospass, because the NFL is in some behind the Jaguars in a weak
ing team in it, but it also becomes
serious need of many prayers and
division. Tampa Bay is playing an automatic loser just for the
divine intervention this season.
football from another genera- debacle known as the Dolphins.
It's quite possible that the
tion, and they have been winMore on them later. Every other
NFL has never been quite this ning, but they're even more bor- division was mediocre at best,
bad. It elevated mediocrity to an
ing than Jacksonville, with the especially the three NFC diviawful art form this season. In exception of Warren Sapp. That sions, where the Redskins were
fact, money should be put on the man is an animal. That takes able to win the division at 10-6,
fact that you'd see better action care of the real winners.
and where two teams went to the
on the Pop Warner league
One borderline winner playoffs at 8-8.
gridirons than you would see in award goes out to the New York
How has it come to this? Perthe NFL this season. Pathetic. Jets for winning their last four
Horrible. It's a circus of folly.
games and seven of their last
There have been a few excepnine. They single-handedly
tions this season — Jim Mora changed the complexion of
finally getting full credit for the playoff picture by upsetbeing an amazing football mind
ting Miami, Dallas, Miami
in Indianapolis after being again, and Seattle. They had
trapped far too long in a no-win nothing to play for but their
— Courtney Crowley
city (New Orleans) is long overpride, and they certainly
due, and also seeing Peyton
earned that. It's too bad the
Manning, Marvin Harrison and
big Tuna stepped down after the
haps the football gods got togethEdgerrin James connect on all season was over. One can only er and decided it was time for a
three fronts offensively has been dream about what the Jets could cataclysmic change — that now
as much fun as football has gothave done this year with a quarthe losers shall be winners and
ten this season.
terback. We all know how I love the winners shall be losers (as if
The St. Louis Rams are doing Notre Dame, but Rick Meier is
the Denver Broncos finally bringwell, but seeing this long hibergoing to get you nowhere fast in
ing the Super Bowl champinator come to life under the the NFL. The Jets figured that onship back to the AFC wasn't
leadership of Dick Vermeil is ' out when they went to Ray
change enough). That could be it,
only enough to make Vermeil Lucas. Too bad the season didn't seeing as how New England,
himself weep. Kurt Warner will
go three or four more games.
Denver, Atlanta and San Francisbecome the next Mark Rypien,
Now for the losers: There isn't co were all pathetic this year. But
languishing for the rest of his enough space in this column. The
it seems more likely that the NFL
career, wondering where his losers are pretty much everyone
is just in the midst of incredible

Frotn the
Cheap Seats

parity this season. The superstars
— Dan Marino, Jerry Rice, Steve
Young, Brett Favre, Troy Aikman, Michael Irvin and Emmitt
Smith, among others — are either
way over the hill, too injured to
play or on the decline, and the
new generation of stars are just
starting to blossom.
The NFL is in transition right
now, and its first season without
the likes of John Elway and Barry
Sanders was a painful exercise in
patience, and in some cases,
like watching a 31-car accident.
The same number of teams
were under .500 (11) as were
over .500, and the remaining
10 teams managed just to get
to .500. If that weren't bad
enough, the playoffs are shaping up to be just as ugly as the
regular season (even the Super
Bowl has never been as lopsided
as the Jaguars' 62-7 victory over
the Dolphins and we won't even
mention how the Redskins let the
most boring team in the league
slowly beat them).
A couple of other things have
made the NFL absolutely atrocious this season: the return of
the three blind mice. The referees, with the help of instant
replay, are worse now than ever
before, and, of course, the Dolphins. With a 9-7 record, they

Official Ring
Company

seem on the surface to have been
one of the best teams in the Nil
this season. But the Dolphins are
anything but. They embodied
self-destruction this year thanks
to the butting egos of Marino
and Jimmy Johnson. Johnson
ruined what was left of Marino,
and Marino is too proud to walk
away, which he should have
done three years ago.
Being destroyed by the
Jaguars on Saturday was merely
the symptomatic apogee of the
implosion. Johnson's resignation
yesterday was the best thing that
could have happened to that
team; Marino's retirement
should come next, which would
leave the Dolphins to make a
clean start.
Hopefully next year will be
one in which the young stars
will bloom strong as a group
and the level of football will be
raised once again, but until that
happens, the NFL season is
through already, even with the
Super Bowl three weeks away. It
was done weeks ago.
This is the type of season one
wants to forget for the rest of
time.
Courtney Crowley is the editor. She
finds the America's Cup more exciting than the 1999 NFL season.
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Freshmen drink
D? WE

Class
of 2001

NEVER
Dncoi Month
or Less

Y.v.v.v.rv.v.wr.v<r
»*.».»».».».».

25.1%

17.9%

■

Twice a Month
Once a Week
3 Times
per Week

Jan. 18-20
10 a.m.- 4 p.m
Warren Center

fft.t.1

kkkkJ

8.8%

T»fYTr»»»

19.6%

TfTTTtfTTfY 23.1%

5 Times
per Week

J0f M%

Every Diy

J 1.2%

Drink (drink) vt. one drink=one 12 oz. beer=4-5 oz. wine=1 oz. 100 proof liquor
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http://wwwjmu.edu/MostOfUs
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CRAKK IT UP!

fiFT 7"<? /few 9 TOOAY/ff

THE "BREEZE IS LOOKING
FOR A NEW EDiTOR
THE TOUGHEST JOB YOUIL EVER LOVE."
(MAYBE)
A non-violent personality is a plus but not a requirement.
for d detailed job
description

BOB MARLEY

Chant Down Babylon
$13.99 CD

CTBOKE

9

5TRU ^ ^^
$10.99 CD

i CRAFT
GUY
III
$13.99 CD
Available 1/25

4W

GODSMACK
Godsmack
$13.99 CD

In Kroger Shopping Center

1790-96 E. Market Street
Mon.-Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-6 • 434-9999
http://www.plan9music.com
——

S££OU£
S€L€CTioj4 of;
-K/ooD£H PADDL€^
-&R££« L£TT£R5
-ACC£SOft£$
<>UOW JA.C CARD AMD

we'll push you to

the [edge],
then tell you to jump.
You know it's in you. The desire to go farther. To start where
others stop. It's why you should consider Army ROTC. It's a
class where you'll face unique challenges while developing
skills like how to think on your feet and be a good leader.
Register today. And hold on tight.

ARMY ROTC Onlike any other college course you can take.

Take
the
Challenge.
See Capt. McRae at Bridgeforth Stadium. 568-6094.

K€C€iV€ \o% off yoUR
PADDLC PORCHAS£!
0P£rt
AAON. - FRl., 3-8
SAT., 3-5
3(3-C NE-FF AV£.
8£WiMD
VALLfy AAALL
H3H-33B1
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Fencing
wins first
of season

Karousos
fences with
the best in
the region

FENCING, from page 37

order to perform well at the
meet, in which JMU will have to
face 12 schools over a course of
two days.
"I want to make sure that
everyone is rested and set for the
match in Chicago," Campbell
said. "I'm going to put them
through a lot of training this
week in order to prepare them
for next week. In fact, our sophomore epee Erin Tully only performed in one bout today due to
the flu. I was considering using
her more today, but I wanted to
make sure that she would be
rested for Chicago next week."
Webb said that she felt concentration was the key to being
successful in Chicago next week.
"As I was just telling some of
my teammates, today was the
bread and next week is the loaf
so to speak," Webb said. "Chicago will be a lot more work for us,
but as long as we concentrate
and work hard in practice, we'll
be fine."
With this win, the first of the
season for JMU, the Dukes end a
six game losing skid to improve
to 1-6.
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KAROUSOS, from page 37

STEVE GL\SS/sentor photographer

The JMU fencing team, which defeated Hollins University yesterday, travels to Chicago this
weekend to take part in a 12-team tournament at Northwestern University.

there, you see girls who are really phenomenal."
Karousos also said that she
maintained a close relationship
with all of her teammates
throughout her college career.
"I'm pretty much friends
with everyone on the team,"
Karousos said. "No one person
stands out as being a better
friend to me on the team,
because everyone is so unique.
"Everyone on the team is
absolutely great and you never
know what will happen from
one day to the next with the different personalities. We are all
here to help each other."
Karousos' goals for this season are simply to do the best she
can and to at least attain the
same status she was able to gain
last season.
"I'm expecting to do better
than I did last season, just
because I'm so used to using the
epee at this point in my career,"
Karousos said. "I hope to make
it once again to the top 10."
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Do you want to get more involved on campus? Do
you want to meet new people, build your resume, get
class credit and help others in the JMU community?
REACH Peers have the opportunity to create and
present their own programs that help others build
healthy relationships and lifestyles.
Pick up an application at the Health Center or centa
Cannie Graham, x78\3, or grahamcm@jmu.edu, for
more information.
http://www.jmuedu/healthctr/pfiers/peersJitrn
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mom and dad
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When you're broke, you look at things in a whole new way.
So for textbooks and stuff, hit ecampus.com. You'll save up to 50%. And shipping's always free.

ecampus.com
Textbooks & Stuff. Cheap.
Win a trip to Jamaica tor Spring Break. No purchase necessary Sweepstakes begins 01/03/00 and ends 02/17/00. Open to US residents, 18 years and older. Void where prohibited. For details see Official Rules
on www.ecampus.com or send a sell addressed stamped envelope by 02/10/00 to: c/o Rolling Stone Spring Break, 1290 Avenue of the Americas, NY, NY 10104. (WA and VT residents may omit return postage.)
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MEN'S BASKETBALL

The JMU men's basketball team fell to Virginia Commonwealth on Saturday, 66-63.
VCU held off a late run by the Dukes to claim the victory.
Senior guard Jabari Outzz paced the Dukes with 20 points.
JMU returns to the floor on Wednesday against William and

Wrestlers sunk
by Navy, 21-15
WRESTLERS, from page 41
the momentum he had in the
first period and Conley came
back for a 14-10 victory.
"We catch a break at 49, they
don't stop the match, we win by
three and we win the match,"
Bowyer said.
After Hockman's pin at
heavyweight the Dukes still had
a shot at victory, as they trailed
the Midshipmen, 18-15, heading
into the final match of the night.
However, Navy junior Drew
Smith decisioned 125-pound
sophomore Jonathon Huesdash,
5-0, to secure the victory.
"We put a lot of pressure on
[Huesdash]," Bowyer said. "We
put him in a situation where he
had to win. That was a totally

different Huesdash than we've
seen in the last two weeks.
That's typical for a young kid in
that situation."
The JMU coaching staff
remained upbeat following the
match.
"I think this team would
have beaten us by a lot more a
year ago," assistant coach Doug
Detrick said. "We are closing
the gap."
Bowyer said. "It would have
been a great win for the program. We just need to get better
and keep working hard."
The Dukes travel to Lexington on Tuesday to square off
against VMI.
The Keydets record currently
stands at 2-3.

PATRICK HOKSTIstaJf photographer
JMU swimmers get set to start on Saturday. The men's team defeated Virginia Tech 141-102 while
the women fell to the Hokles 143-94. The Dukes swim again on January 22.

Swimmers split with Virginia Tech
SWIMMERS, from page 39
showed no fatigue from the
meet last night."
The women's team was led
by sophomore A.C. Cruikshanks, who took first place in
the 1000-yard freestyle in
10:25.65 and the 200-yard but-

Official Ring
Company
Class
of 2000

terfly with a time of 2:06.37.
Junior Samantha Smith was
able to stay undefeated in the
200-yard breast stroke event by
taking first place with a time of
2:22.06.
Freshman Amanda Coyle
was able to pull out a victory in

the 500-yard freestyle with a
time of 5:14.07.
The Dukes next meet is on
Saturday, January 22. The
Dukes will travel to George
Washington University to take
on the Colonials in Washington, D.C.

TOO MANY
PEOPLE
AT UREC???
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EVERY BODY'S GYM
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START THE SPRING SEMESTER OFF RIGHT!!! GET READY FOR
SPRING BREAK EARLY WITH A SEMESTER MEMBERSHIP AT

i

Jan. 18-20
10 a.nir 4 p.m
Warren Center

EVERY BODY'S GYM. RIGHT NOW A SEMESTER MEMBERSHIP

n

IS ONLY $99.00!!! BRING IN THIS ADVERTISEMENT WHEN
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YOU SIGN-UP AND RECEIVE

I

2 FREE TANNING SESSIONS,
(OFFER GOOD UNTIL 1/31/00)
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post office lobby
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-Official
manufacturer
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44 Miller Circle
(Behind Wendy's on S. Main)

574-2496
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CYBEX • ICARIAN • LIFE FITNESS CROSSTRAINERS • TREADMILLS • BIKES
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EVERYONE
HAS AN OPINION

Be a Breeze
Photographer.

What's YOURS?
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR CAN BE
DROPPED OFF AT THE BREEZE
Anthony- Seeger basement

Show 'em jou care

Call Alex
x6127

Show us what
you see.
Try It, Like It or...
Get The National Brand

FREE!

Trie Qreeze
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Artfll
Dodger

Call for
Information
433-9189

Today's Birthday - Work is your middle name this year, and
virtue's your reward. You might make a dream come true, too.
Think quickly in January so you can make the best deal in
February. March is for taking action, and April's for counting your
blessings. Tough love works best in May, and June's good for
launching a new project. Don't risk your money in August; do find
a treasure that you can cherish in December.
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day,
0 the most challenging.

Aries (March 21-April 19)
_— Today is a 7 — A chalME ^ lenge must be faced,
iWf and quick thinking is
*' *' required. Get a couple
of your friends to help. If you
find out exactly what's required, your chance of providing it improves immensely.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
. Today is a 7 — Money
*j(^g)comes in, especially it
^Rf y»u 'Hid a little pressure.
™ A phone call might be
necessary. Or, if you don't want
to make the call yourself, ask a
professional, such as an
attorney, for assistance.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)

m

Today is a 6 — You're
i slightly more assertive
lately, and that's good.
Communication
is
always your strong point, but
today you'll be hard to refuse.
Figure out what you want, and
then go for it.
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 7 - - Your

\j^0, hopes, dreams and fears
Efare being activated.
ft!
" Sometimes they get
mixed up. Is money one of your
worries? Discuss it with a person
who can help you, and prosper.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 7 — An
A^^ expert would be a good
^Mf person to have in your
V "corner. You have plenty
of friends, but they don't know
exactly what you need. If you
have to hire somebody, it might
be money well spent.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
aj„ Today is a 5 — Are you
feeling pushed around?
You want to check all
•^s^lV.. - your options, and you're
wise to do that. Don't let
anybody talk you into spending
money before you're ready.

1

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23)
Today is a 7 — Putting
your ideas into words
i should be easy. There's
a lot of hard work to
do, too. Delegate the physical
labor and keep the conversational part of the assignment
for yourself.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21)
^ ^ Today is a 7 — A
- person who has been
rather meek and mild
could surprise you.
This could be interesting. Be
careful with your money,
though. There might not be as
much as you thought.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.
, 21) — Today is a 7 —
J^fr*, You could run into
AAsome opposition. It's
'* " kind of a love/hate
relationship, actually. Although
you find each other insufferable,
you'd like to talk about it a
while longer — quite a while.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 7 — Today
you could make a profit
without too much
trouble. An idea you've
pondered could finally bear
fruit. For starters, save
something that you've been
throwing away.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is a 6 — You'll
be brilliant today, as
usual. Unfortunately,
one of your great ideas
could be too expensive. And,
you might not find that out
until after you've spent the
money. Take care.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 7 — Some. body who's near and
dear to you may want to
discuss a topic you'd just
as soon ignore. An older person
helps you see things more
objectively. Let go of your
emotional involvement.
_ Tribune Media Services

0

Wed. Jan. 19 at 9:00 p.m.

THEA

Coffeehouse
432-1179

434-8777

HOROSCOPES
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Today's crossword brought to you by Court Square
ACROSS
1 Obscuring hazes
5 Mardi
9 Wetlands
14 On vacation
15 Makeover
16 Madonna title
role
17 Matched
collections
18 All square
20 African flies
22 Epic by Virgil
23 End hunger
24 Convened
26 Coffee servers
27 Slammin'
Snead
30 Arabs and Jews
32 Players for $
33 Lady ol Spain
34 Arctic surface
37 Jordan's
nickname
38 Spread far and
wide
39 Oxford fellow
40 Formed a lap
41 Surrounding
glows
42 Leader
43 "_ and Heloise"
45 Leaf homes
46 Encryption
48 Network of
"Frontline"
49 Yachting trophy
50 Reluctant
52 Babbles
56 Tiny unit of

!
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6 Guns it in
neutral
7 Kid's concoction
8 Chip off the old
block
9 Apportion (out)
10 Line of inquiry
11 Banks
12 Writer Gertrude
13 Rounds of
volume
applause
59 Caspian feeder
19 Parodies
60 In the shadows
21 For example
61 "Hud" star Pat
24 Trusted
62 Houston school
teachers
63 Penn and Young 25 Hammed it up
64 Nickname for
27 Hot tubs
granny
28 Opera highlight
65 Requirement
29 Italian sausage
30 Naval research
DOWN
project
Speedy
31 Gob
Has debts
33 Surgeon's cutter
Fence break
35 Surface layer
Sets of
36 Linemen
principles
38 Female
Welcome
42 Actress Audrey
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Answers to Monday's puzzle:
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44 European capital 51 Takes a chair
52 Anouilh or Arp
45 Crux
53 Buffalo lake
46 "The Plague"
54 Speed along
author
55 Frame's vehicle
47 Of sheep
57 Rural stopover
49 "Cheers"
58 Herbal drink
barmaid

Interested in being EDITOR of The Breeze ?
Contact Courtney Crowley at x6127 or stop by The Breeze
office in the basement of Anthony-Seeger
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SUN. JAN. 16 - JAN. 22 ONLY! AfOW

EXAMPLES:

110ESI-$1
$110fl^|
=$150
$000
Get the Card That Lets You

You can get double savings at Farmer Jack. Bring in your manufacturer's $1 off or less
coupons and get double the savings from Farmer Jack. (Not to Include retailer, free, or
coupons exceeding the item value.) You must purchase the item in sizes and quantities
specified. Additional coupons for identical items will be redeemed at face value.
Nowyou<»nameyo.»ow.ptotaaw»rte»on

•umuofffGroceries *toia*"^^"-"^~£? '
Every Week!
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FREE ACIVERTISINQ
Let the Stylish Ladies
know what's up!

ds manager wanted...

Contact Courtney @ x 6127
for more detail

Call Jenny and Ali
x3846
Confucius says

Don't miss your chance to ...

Wise businessman
advertises with
The Breeze
Call 568-6127 today!

Whai'a
he high on
nowl

tftew&l
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Support
LESS CRIME IS
NO ACCIDENT
It lakes you — and programs thai work!

Deadline: February 1, 2000

Call 1-800 WE PREVENT.
and we'll sei
free booklet
on how you can support programs
in your community that keep kids
away from crime and crime away
from kids.

1 800 WE PREVENT
epri

rii.org

For more information, contact the Office of International Programs,
568-6419, international@jmu.edu, www.jmu.edu/international

i Breeze

Kraritiitc UK Jutes Madbon Untventry '
< uininumly for over 75 years.
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HELP WANTED

Get 2 FREE Bagels
With the Purchase of A
Breakfast Special - $2.99

BAGELS
& DELI

(Bacon, Egg. Cheese & Home Fries)

Fresh Baked Bagels,
Cinnamon Buns, Muffins

full Time A Van Time positions available
Apply l^ person.
Exit 248 oil 1411 • 121 Pleasant Valley ltd.

OPE^7CWSAWEEK-EATINOBCAB!WOUT I
NOW AT TWO LOCATIONS
!
IT

Positions Available:
• cooks
• servers
• dishwashers
• hostess
• ni^ht maintenance

(

Old Country Store

574-3099

Rockirigharn Square
1731 S. High St.
' 432-1386

Market Square East
1635 E. Market St.
564-0416

Next Gathering - Try a 3' Sub or Party Bagel
Stuffed with Meats & Cheeses with Lettuce & Tomato
FRESH MADE BAGELS

FRtSH MADE BAGELS

SPRING BREAK m US!
Reserve your space at Olde Mill Village and
get a 3 day, 2 night vacation package on us!
Choose from 21 resort locations.
Restrictions apply. Transportation not included.
See the manager for more details.
Limited time offer.

5

4

Every time a company makes

a product, they also use energy
and natural respurces. Every
time von make a purchase, you
could saw sonic ol thai energy
and those resources. 'Cause
when you buy durable and
reusable products, there's, less
to throw away. Ami less to
replace I or a Free shopping
guide, please call
I-800-CALL-EDF.

BUY SMART.
WASTE LESS.
SAVE MORE.

EDF

v* cdf.crq

We have amenities galore:
• Pedal on the level - no hills to climb ot interstate to cross.
• Only four blocks to campus.
• Energy efficient heat pumps.
• Stain resistant .wall-to-wall carpeting.
• Mini-blinds on all windows.
• Basketball court.
• Paved parking spaces.
• Pre-wjred for ethernet acceiw to campue *
• Telephone & cable outlets in each room.
• Deadbolt locks and door viewer* on all apartments.
• Well lit parking lot and walkway*.
• Convenient bus service to campus & Valley Mall.
• Fulltime management and maintenance.
No sliding patio doomLarge laundry room/storage area in Cacb unit.
* access provided by NTC

(540)432-9502

POiOIT K
CONSTAIU

Olde Mill Village
I

11 South Avenue, Suite A
Hamsonburg, VA 22801

|

AN EASY 10 MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS
(No-hills to climb or interstate to cross.)

&\3

11A South Avenue,
Harrisonburg

Check us out on our website - www.oldemulvillage.com
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CLASSIFIEDS
4 Bedroom House

FOR RENT

June lo June lease
$240/person/mo., 2 baths.
washer/dryer included.
Parents must cosign lease.
Groups only.
Call432-1589jfter5p.m.

J-M Apartments
2000-2001
1 BR apt. $305/mo.
2 BR apt. $400/mo.
or $200/person

Sublet Available Now - The
Commons. $240/mo. Call 437-3819
or 609-6241856.

3 BR apt. $480/mo.
or $160/person
4 BR apt. $680/mo.
or $170/person
All apts. near Cantrell Bridge
One of the closest complexes to JMU!
KHIM Realty Property Management

438-8800
The good apartments go first.
so come Dy end see us!
3, 4, or 5, BR Unit* Available Furnished or unfurnished. Apple
Real Estate. Inc. 540-433-9576.
Elizabeth Straat - Several very
nice 5 bedroom houses. 568-3068.
Larga 3BR Townhouse - University
Court. Walk to classes. Furnished,
deck. fall. $780. 432-6993.
August 2000 - University Place - 3
bedroom, 2 baths. Furnished,
$690/mo. 432-6993.
Townhouee Room Available $240/mo. Contact Brett Tank,
703-780-2383 or call Jimmy Ly.
438-9159.
Hunter'i Ridge - 4 BR, 2 Bath, top
floor condo, new paint, new living
room carpet, washer/dryer,
dishwasher replaced in 1997.
Family managed. 11 month
lease, S235/BR. parties of 4
only. Call owner at 540-568-2036
and leave message or call
757-481-0162.
Looking for a Place to Live?
www.housingl01.nef...Your move
off campus! Search for apartments.
Free roommate sublet listings.

Funkhouserft
Associates

Property Management, Inc.
715 Port Republic Road
www.offcampushousing.com
NOW LEASING
FOR 2000-2001
Mountain View Heights
Hunters Ridge Condos
Hunters Ridge Townhomes
Duke Gardens
Madison Manor
Madison Terrace

Apartment for Rent - Ashby
Crossing, $295/mo. Last month
free. 540943-5918.
University Place - 3 bedroom, 2
bath, furnished. $255/mo/room.
w/s/t included. 432-1494.
Large 4 BR ftowe - 542 Collicello
St. Porch, backyard. 2 bathrooms.
$800. Available August. Spacious
One Bedroom - Available mmediateV.
$425. Lease negotiable. 8336104.

WALK TO CAMPUS
- Ethernet
- 5 minute walk
on S. Main St.
3. 4. 5 DR furnished
apartments
Craig Smith

434-3509

Forest Hills Townhouses - 4 - 5
bedrooms available. June 1, 2000.
Also 4 bedroom - available now,
$1050 - $1500/month. 4330796.
No pets.
3 Bedroom House - 323 West
Water. Lease, yard, parking,
$675/mo. 879-9947.
Greet Room for Sublease - Spring
semester, $235/mo. Live in large
house on W. Water St. w/ 5
friendly girls. Call Kelly or Casey
for more info. 801-8837.
Walk to JMU - 4 bedrooms. 2
baths, porch, yard. 4 students.
Call after 7 p.m. 301-490-2985.

Student Rentals
2000 - 2001
MASON STREET
COLLEGE STATION - 4 BR
Townhouse, furnished. 8225/person
HUNTER'S RIDGE - 5 BR. lop floor
apartment. 3 full baths.
LR with vaulted ceilings

8185/person
8 BR HOUSE - Duplex. 4BR on
each side. W/D. new carpet. June

Madison Gardens
Madison Square

or Aim lease. S200/person
3 BR FURNISHED TOWNHOUSE -

University Place
Foxhlll Townhouse
Country Club Court
Gingerbread House
Various Houses

on Devon Lane. 8230/person

Many More!

We are your answer lo housing!
Kline Realty
Property Management
Call Anytime

434-5150

Mt. View Drive TH • 5 bedrooms,
furnished, walking distance. $240 $260/mo.. 1 year lease (8/00 - 8/01).
washer/dryer. 703-4505008.

FOR SALE
1965 Mustang Convertible Restored, onglnal owner, $12,000.
298-9620.

HELP WANTED
Several Part-time People Needed!
Our company is growing and we
need positive, self-motivated
individuals. If you are looking for a
positive work environment, we have
what you are looking for. No
experience needed - we will train
you. Hours vary, call for information,
434-7787 ext. 1204 for phone
interview.
Child Care Providers Needed Area families are looking for funloving, creative students to provide
afternoon, evening, weekend child
care. If you are 18 or over and
would like extra income, register at
no cost with ChikJCare Connection.
Rockingham Memorial Hospital's
child care referral service. We'll
connect you with families needing
child care. Call 433-4531. If you
were registered with us previously,
please update your listing.

PAID MGT. INTERNSHIPS
INFO. SESSIONS
Open to ill Majors
Thurs.,Jan .20.11:30 ».m .
12 and 1230 p.m.
Showker Hall. Room 221
Gel real life experienre ihis summer.

wuw. tuitionpainters.com
$1,500 Weekly Potential - mailing
our circulars. Free info. Call
202452 5901.

FOREST HILLS

UNIVERSITY PLACE - Very nice
furnished 4 BR water Included.

EHO

Close to Campus - on bus route. 4
BR Hunter's Ridge townhouse.
Managed and lovingly maintained
by owner. $940/mo. Call owner.
5403712552.

438-8800

Need a Professional Job On
Campus - for next semester? Get
marketing and PR experience with
the Madison Connection. Beat the
competition and apply on-line now.
t/wn.jmu. edu/madisonconnection
Needed: Respnstote Female - 34
hours/week for babysitting;
$5/hcur; car required. Possibly
exchange housing for babysitting
and help with dog. 4330776.

WANTED
Drummer Wanted!! KI:THE0RY
a serious rock band. 564-0977.
Dependable Ride Needed - to
Charlottesville every Friday. Last
class ends at 2:15. I'd prefer to
arrive by 4 p.m., no later than 5 p.m.
I will pay all gas plus stipend. Call
432-3651. e-mail franm8@iuno.com.
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mu DOES JAMAICA! '°i"i WEBM
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WEB LINKS
Check The Breeze Out On-line!
Search through The Breeze
archives! http://breeze.jmu.eau

Place Your
Web Link Ad
Here!
Call 568-6127

SERVICES
$5.00 off 1/2 Hour - or 1 hour
massage. Close to JMU. Call
269-4005.
Certified Instructor • will assist
French
language
learners.
Intermediate to advanced level.
Low fee. 540-984-4if35.
Q: Why did the Literate Chicken
Cross Main Street? A: Book book
book boo ooM Open Book 1429
South Main (433 7766): open
every day but Wednesday from
noon until 6 p.m. Used 4 new
books, special orders, book
searches, study materials and
scholarly assistance.

Earn $ $ $ - while you bse 20 40 bs.
by Spring Break. 1-877-945-5776.

SPRING BREAK

University Parking Services - is
seeking students interested in
working for the JMU Parking Staff.
Starting wage is $5.95 per hour.
For more information call 56&6105
or e-mail yateswc@irnu.edu. Submit
completed applications to the Parking
Office located in Shenandoah Hall.

Browse icpf.com for Spring Break
2000 - All destinations offered.
Trip participants, student orgs,
and campus sales reps wanted.
Fabulous parties, hotels, and
prices. For reservations or Rep
registration call Inter-Campus.
1-800-327*013.

PERSONALS
A Sexual Assault Survivors Group is forming now. Start date is
Wednesday. January 26. from 7:30
p.m. ■ 9 p.m. If interested in joining,
please call Teresa at 5682831 or
e-mail hineytj@jmu.eau by Jan. 25

Hot Girls and
Hunky Studs
Await You!

CALL NOW TO RESERVE
ALSO RESERVE ONLINE !

ltMM!M&lJU!l!ZA
»l Panama City Vacations - Party
beachfront at The Boardwalk,
Summit Condo's, & Mark II. Free VIP
parties! Walk to best bars!
Absolute best price! All major credit
cards accepted! 1-800-234 7007.
www.endVesssummertours.com

Also middle-aged bald guys.
screaming kids, and teenagers
with bad haircuts.
Hey, we get all types at
Massanutten, but on

Spring Break Bahamas Party
Crulsel 5 days $279. Includes
meals and free parties! Awesome
beaches, nightlife! Departs from
Florida! Cancun & Jamaica $399!
springbreaktravel. com
180O6788386.

Wednesdays and Fridays.
college students get
the best discounts.

Spring Break Panama CHy $1291
Boardwalk room with kitchen, next
to clubs! 7 parties! Oaytona $149!
South Beach $159! Cocoa Beach
$179! spnngbreaktravel.com.
180&678 6386.

Childless Couple In VA - wishes to
share love and happiness with
your newborn. Give you child the
gift of loving parents. Call Marlene
and Clayton, 1 888-960 2500
www. monumental, com/irclay/
adoption.htm

Call 289 4954

Go DbectJ »1 Internet-based company
offering wholesale Spring Break
packages by eliminating middlemen! All destinations! Guaranteed
lowest price! 1-800 367 1252.
www. spnngbreakdirect. com

Place a Classified Ad In

The Breeze
Come to the basement of
Anthony-Seeger
$2.50 for the first 10 words
($2 for each additional 10)

568-6127

Computer Repair - In home service,
on/off campus. Ethernet installation
and trouble shooting. Quck response,
reasonable rales. 478-7242.
NOTICE
For more information and
assistance regarding the
investigation of financing
business opportunities & workat-home opportunities, contact
the Better Business Bureau Inc..
at 1-800-5315501.

#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas, &
Florida. Best prices guaranteed!
Free parties and cover charges!
Space is limited! Book it now! All
major credit cards accepted!
1800-234-7007.
www.endfcsssummerrours.com

ENDLESS 2
5UMMER, B

LOST & FOUND
Case Logic CD Case Found - near
0-hall. Call 564 1393.

IW0
P* !

Size Does Matter! Biggest break
package. Best price from $29.
www. sphngbreakhq. com
1 80O224-GULF.
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Bahamas Tarty

Cruise $279
Panama $139
Florida
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Subscriptions to
The Breeze
are available!
For only $30 for third class
mail, or $75 for first class
mail, you can receive
a full year of

The Breezel

City »—<■■».'M»wt-

Please send your name,
address & money to:

l WfH • On**. MM Cam ket

The Breeze

Cancun & Jamaica $439

Anthony Seeger Hall

<piing(Mr«kmvrl.cnin - U« I3tk Tml

MSC 6805

1-800-678-6386

Harrisonburg, VA 22807

Send A Valentine to your Sweetie
in The Breeze classifieds!
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Catch Domino's Pizza Super Special!
Now Through Super Sunday!
5 Large 1 -Topping Pizzas for just $30.00

-c

Port Rd/Valley Mall
22 Tcrri Drive

JMU/ S. Main St. /EMU
31 Miller Circle

433-3111

433-2300

Ask for your free dipping sauce! •Garlic Buttei-Ranch
Pizza Sauce-Parmesan Peppercorn

LARGE ONE TOPPING!
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Not valid with any other offer
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DOUBLE CHEESEYBREAD

PIZZA PANIC

Wings and Breadsticks

DOUBLE CHEESEYBREAD

MEDIUM ISKfi TOPPING PIZZA

10 Wings, Breadsticks & a Coke

w/sauce!

& 2 Free Cokes SB Breadsticks

5

99

medium order

&

7

99

tfk

7.

99

Choose from Mild, Medium, Hot or BBQ Sauce
Ask for Ranch or Blue Cheese Dressing
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